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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND
PRELIMINARIES

That is why a strl8ible man never ventures
to trust his thoughts to these inadequate
linguistic means, partic.ulariy not to so unchangable a form as that o/ written letters.
Plata
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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

1

Introduction

The term feature extraction is widely used in computer ViSIon. It is often used in
the sense of a neighbourhood dependent mapping of a picture to a function of feature
extraction. The result is a transformed pieture, in which every point is associated with
a point in the original picture which we will occasionally refer to as an examined point.
The extraction of features is necessary for all aspects of processing and analysis 5uch as
classification, segmentation, enhancement and corling.
To decide whether a neighbourhood consists of a line has been su bject to extensive research during the last decacles. Much physioiogical and psychophysical evidence
has inciicated the importance of these st rue tures and contributed to the ex tent of the
research efforts. In the course of developing models to describe images, a need arises
for description of more complex structures than lines. This need does not reject the
importance of line structures but indicates the need to complete and utilize them in a
more systematic way.

2

Summary

The concept eommon to all ehapters is as follows. The problem of detecting eertain
structures is formulated in terms of a speeifie loeal eoordinate transformation corresponding to these structures. Then the problem is reduced to be a lineledge detection
problem, or rather the orientation of these together with the "strength" of the edges in
the new coordinates. A closed form solution is proposed whieh is based on the principal
axis analysis of the special frequency domain associated with the new coordinates. Utilizing this solution, compact computer algorithms are constructed evaluating "strength",
or rather eertainties as they will be referred to, of lineJedge structures together with
orientation estimates. The evaluated orientation estimates are shown to be optimal in
the least square sense, and the certainties have weil defined meaning in terms of the
least square error.
In the following chapters we will present some new methods for extraction of local
symmetry features as weIl as experimental results and applications. It is widely believed
that observation of symmetries in images is an important part of human vision. Local
symmetries in images in different scales can of eourse originate from large as weIl as small
neighbourhoods depending on the scale. Originally the motivation to study struetures
4

between the ohtained error and the error we would obtain if the translation was carried
out in a direction perpendicular to the optimal direction. Continuing this analogy in
the circular symmetry case we mention that the iso gray value curves proposed are
the invariants of the infinitesimal operatars corresponding to rotation and scaling with
respect to a fixed point. The obtained orientation corresponds to the proportion of
rotation versus scaling which changes the local image minimally. This analogy can
easily be extended to other general symmetries described by iso gray value curves of the
harmonic functions. To every such curve there is a corresponding infinitesimal operator
which performs translation in a specific direction in the parameter space describing the
curves.
The question whether these proposed symmetry structures playa critical role in
human vision is marc diAkult to answer, not to say impossible, with our current knowledge of the mechanisms of mammal vision. We will confine ourselves to saying that
the human perception of the world is perfectly able to judge its visual environment
and compensate for the ego-motion, the motion of the world, as weil as the confusion
stereo vision might cause. To these compensation processes same symmetric patterns
obviously fit weil. The significance of one of these symmetries, linear symmetry, which
is intimately connected to infinitesimal translations, is confirmed by neurophysiological
experiments. Similarly there is support for the existence of areas in the central neural
system where rotation and scaling compensation takes place, indicating the importance
of circular symmetry analysis. However, we can only testify to the skill and perfection
of our visual perception in innumerable difficult situations, admire it and admit that
our knowledge of its mechanisms is incomplete.
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other than lines arose from attempts to decide whether a local image was "circular" ,
"like a star" or "like a set of paraBel lines". Such questions, and answers to these, are
important when considering finger print images, X-ray images of cancer tumours, cross
junctions and buildings in aerial images; on the whole, in many object/event descriptions
in image processing.
To be able to give a concrete formulation to the rather vague concept of symmetry,
we have utilized the iso--value curves of images. Iso gray value curves, as they will also
be cal1ed, can be imagined to be the curves joining the points of a landscape map having
the same altitude representing a certain gray value intensity. These curves originating
from the local images are then examined with respect to how much they fit to an a
priori chosen symmetry model.
• In Chapter II, circular symmetries, which originally motivated the study of other
structures than lines, are considered.
• In Chapter III it is shown that the approach embraces line structures, which
are also referred to as linear symmetries. Moreover, in Chapter III, a method
extending the linear symmetry concept to finite, arbitrary dimensions is developed.
• Raving shown the applicability of the symmetry approach to circular structures
and linear structures in the previous chapters we proceed in Chapter IV to de-rive the fundamental conditions which extend the symmetry approach to much
larger classes than circular and linear symmetries using the same unified approach
Examples are given together with experimental results.
• In Chapter V the optical fiow problem is formula ted in terms of linear symmetries
in three dimensions and the results of the standard solution given in Chapter III
are presented.

3

General remarks

One can ask what the obtained estimates of orientations based 0!l the frequency domain
of different coordinate systems refer to? Are these estimates relevant for vision?
From the following chapters it is evident that the iso gray value curves corresponding
to different symmetries are invariants of infinitesimal operatars with two parameters.
Such an operator is possible to utilize for performing translation of a class of functions
in the parameter space of iso gray value curves. To make things less complicated, we
consider the well-known Iinearly symmetric structures. The obtained orientation for
a local two dimensional image is the direction along which the neighbourhood can be
translated with minimal error (in the least square error sense). In the case of an edge
this error is zero for a translation paralIei to the direction of the edge. That is, the local
image is invariant to a certain infinitesimal operator performing a specific translation
in the usual Cartesian coordinates. In the case when a neighbourhood degrades from
an edge the obtained orientation corresponds to the direction along which a translation
changes the local image minimally. One of the proposed certainties is the difference
5

Chapter II

DETECTION OF CIRCULAR
SYMMETRY PARAMETERS

DonJt move my circies!

Archimecles
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DETECTION OF CIRCULAR SYMMETRY
PARAMETERS
Josef Bigiin
Computer Vision Laboratory
Linköping University
Department of Eleetrical Engineering
S-581 83 Linköping Sweden
Abstract
A model for circular symmetry is used to describe a loeal neighbourhood. A definition of circular symmetry is given which implies detection of one-dimensionality
of a 2-D image arter a coordinate transformation. The coordinate transformation
is such that Archimecles' spirals map to straight lines. The Fourier transform of a
circularly symmetric image, in these coordinates provides an energy concentration
to a line in a certain direction. Locsl neighbourhoods consisting of one circie or sev·
era1 concentric circ!es showa concentration of energy to a line. This is alsa the case
for lines with a common intersection point. These two types of circularly symmetric
images map to two orthogonal lines in this special Fourier dornain. Archimedes'
spirals map continuously to lines with directions between these two orthogonallines
incorporating circ!es, hal f lines and spirals into the same model. Fitting a line in
the least square sense in this special Fourier transform domain is shown to be possible to accomplish in the spatial domain as a convolution carried out on the partiai
derivative image. The necessary filters are derived. Two algorithms based on interpretation of the error of the fitted optimal line and its orientation are implemented.
ODe is dependent on the energy of the variation of the local image, the other is
not. Both use the same optimal estimate of the orientation of the fitted line. Experiments are carried out utilizing the implemented algorithrns showing very good
detection properties for spirals, circles, concentric circ!es, line end! and intersection
point of a set of lines.

1

Introduction

There has been an increasing need to detect neighbourhoods with complex circular structures in computer vision. Extensive work has been done in low level vision, analysing
statisticai properties of neighbourhoods. Also structural properties of neighbourhoods,
mainiy in connection with edge and line detection, have been the subject of study for
a long time. Patterns other than lines and edges have been modelled and detected in a
higher level by either matching techniques, [l], or the generalized Hough transform, [6].
8

In the latter technique and many of the matching techniques, every pixel in the image
is considered to be either an edge pixel or not. Based on the spatial distribution of
the edge pixels, a decisian process takes over their labelling. In the generalized Hough
transform this decision process is voting for an edge pixel to be an edge of the modelled
pattern or not. The voting process takes place in the parameter space and is followed
by a search for peaks. The amount of computation is extensive but the positions of the
patterns are weil determined. The purpose of this paper is to present a new approach
to model local circular structures in low level computer vision and give an algorithm
estimating the model parameters. However, if the size of the images is reduced, the
obtained parameters can be used as features to detect objects of considerable size. The
motivation for this study of circular structures in image neighbourhoods originally arose
in a project processing fingerprint images. The problem was to identify the few special
points around which line structures in these images rotated or in which the lines ended.
A similar need was observed for X-ray images of cancer tumours and cross junctions of
the roads in aerial images.
The computation evaluating the proposed model parameters is carried out in two
steps, each requiring only convolutions and pixelwise arithmetic operations. One of
the model parameters is an angle and represents a subset of the circularly symmetric
function family. By circular structures we do not only mean circles but rather a family
of circles, spirals, and fan shapes, figures 6 and 7. In the next section we will more
strictly define the family of patterns which is the basis of the approach. For example,
if the neighbourhood consists of concentric circles then the angle or the orientation
of this class is given by the angle O radian, white the fan shaped neighbourhoods are
represented by 7r radians. The orientation parameter is continuous and corresponds to
a subset of the circularly symmetric function family.
It is possible to represent any neighbourhood by means of the members of tht: circularly symmetric function family, just as any neighbourhood can be represented by
means of sines and cosines. For this reason one can talk ab out the best fit of a subset
of this function family to the local neighbourhood in the least square error sense. Two
certainty measures for the least square estimate are given. The obtained result is an
image in which every pixel has two real values. One is the orientation of symmetry
parameters and the other is one of the certainty measures. This representation of the
features is due to Granlund, [8J, and has the advantage that orientation estimates with
high certainties are more visible than the estimates with low certainties if viewed on a
colour TV monitor. Both of the proposed certainties of the orientation estimates are
based on the ettor obtained in the least squares fitting of the orientation parameter.
The fact that the resulting image is a continuous image and the found circular
symmetry for a neighbourhood is relevant in proportion to the obtained certainty makes
these images useful feature images in areas like remote sensing, texture analysis and
object recognition. Same examples of the lat ter are demonstrated in Experimental
Results. In the next section it is shown that the orientation pointing out subclasses
of the circularly symmetric patterns can be considered as the usual orientation of lines
and edges in another coordinate system. Moreover, it is also shown that to every
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circularly symmetric pattern class represented by an orientation parameter there is
a corresponding set of rotations and scalings under which these circularly symmetric
patterns are invariant. This is the reason why we choose to call these patterns circularly
symmetric. In Section 3 the necessary tooIs to implement the algorithm of finding the
orientation parameter along with energy dependent certainty estimation are given. In
Section 4 the energy independent certainty estimation is analysed and the necessary
tools are given. Section 5 proposes a method to implement what will be defined as the
partiaI derivative image, which is necessary to compute the circular symmetry features.
The last section rep orts the results of the experiments.

2

Description of the image by circularly symmetric
isogray values

Our approach in this section in defining the circular symmetries will be based on the
assumption that these are invariant to rotation and scaling. Rotation and scaling with
respect to the origin can be performed by the fol1owing infinitesimal operators:

a

a

t,

=

-y-+xax
ay

t.

=

x ax +Yay'

a

a

For instance to Totate the image f with the infinitesimal angle 6cp is equivalent to

f'

= f

+ o<pt,f

(1)

r

where
is the image after rotation. It can be thought that the operator .er is applied
successively to perform rotations of considerable amount. The same holds for the scaling
operator, .e&. The linear combination of these operators gives the operator a.e r + bE.&
which corresponds to rotating the image by the amount a and then scaling it by the
amount b. Here a and b are assumed to be small. Successive applications of this
operator would then perform a large amount of rotation followed by a scaling. However,
the proportion of the amount of rotation to the amount of scaling a : b is constant
under successive applications. If the amount of rotation and scaling is measured in an
orthogonal coordinate system, then the locus of successive operations would result in
a straight line with an inclination angle defined by the direction cosine, (a,b)t. What
patterns are invariant to a rotation by the amount a followed by a scaling by the amount
b? The question is equivalent to solving the differential equation:

(at, + bt.)f
e.g.

af

(bx - ay)- + (ax
ax
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(2)

= O

af
+ bY)-a
= o.
y

(3)

The solution of this is any image with the isogray value curves satisfying
alnr

~

(4)

brp = c.

v

That is f (r I rp) = g( a In r ~ brp), where g is a one-dimensional function and r = xi + Yt .
Equation (4) describes an Archimedes' spiral. When the vector (a}b)1 rotates, that is)
when the proportion a: b is ehanged} the equation (4) describes eontinuously different
eurves inciuding half lines and eircles. Putting = In r and rp = tan-1(x} y) defines the
coordinate system in which (4) becomes the equation of a line.
To illustrate the concept of a eoordinate system as invariants of operators , consider
yet another operator pair L z =
and L II = -/;. These infinitesimal operators corresp ond to translations in horizontal and vertical directions. That is} to translate the
local image f with the amount DX is equivalent to

e

:z

!' = f + 6x.c.f.
The invariants of

(5)

aL z + bL II define the curves
-bx

+ ay =

c.

Putting a = O or b = O defines the curves which are the basis of the familiar Cartesian
coordinate system. \Vithout eommenting on the signifieance of the patterns like lines
and Arehimedes} spirals to human visionI it should be mentioned that Hoffmao, [9L has
show n the existence of a Lie algebra eonsisting of sueh operatars. He calls this algebra
the Lie algebra of visual perception and refers to experiments performed by, among
others, Hubel & Wiesel, [121, Mae Kay, [111 for support of his theory.
Having summarized the relation between the Archimedes} spirals and the rotation
and scaling processes we present the idea of describing any neighbourhood by means
of funetions having iso-values as these spirals. It is clear that after the coordinate
transformation:

e

x

exp eos rp

y

exp € sin rp

(6)
(7)

a loeal image represented in Cartesian coordinates can be transformed to an image
which is described by the real function f(~, 'P) in the new coordinates (~,'P)t. Under
this eoordinate transformation the invariants of aLr + bf. 3 , (5) transform to lines of
~ b'P = el since
= In T. A linear eombination of rotation and scaling operators
applied to the original local image is equivalent to translating the new image in a fixed
direetion. Since an arbitrary loeal image is not symrnetric in the sense that it is changed
when it is rotated and sealed , we can in general not expect to find f(€, rp) eonsisting
of parailei lines. To assign an orientation to every local image f( rp) will be the same
as looking for a direetion along whieh a trans lat ian degrades the loeal image minimal!y.
In the following this degradation measure and two eertainty measures based on this
degradation will be defined. The pur pose of the certainty measures is to provide us
with the neeessary information to diseriminate two loeal images with respect to the

ae

e

el
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rotation and sealing symmetry. That is, the obtained orientation estimate may be more
reliable for one loeal image eompared to another, very mueh in the same way as the usual
lines and edges in-Iow level vision may be "stronger" than one another, and aeeordingly
the reliability of the associated orientation parameters varies.
Under quite general eonditions imposed on f it is possible to Fourier transform f
with respect to ~ and <p:

F(w,n) =

~

f"~

1_",10

exp-i(w~+n<p)f(~,<p)d~d<p

(8)

with n being an integer. The inverse transform beeomes:

f(~,<p) = (2"r'

f

n=-(X)

1~ expi(w~ + n<p)F(w, n)dw.

(9)

-00

This formula can be seen as a description of the loeal image
functions expi(w~ + n<p).

J(~,<p)

in terms of the

Definition 1 We will use the term eirculorly symmetrie for the funetions f(7') which
can be described by means of a one-dimensional real function g as:

f(7') =

g(w'~

+ n'<p)

(10)

where n' is an integer and w' a real constant.

It is straightforward to show that the cireularly symmetric loeal images are eoneentrated to a line passing through the origin in the Fourier domain defined by (8) and (9).
The inclination angle of this line is given by

0= tan-'(w',n').

(H)

.The eoncentration of the circularly symmetrie images in the Fourier domain makes it
easy to identify them in this domain. One method of examining whether there exists
a eireular symmetry, in analogy with [31 1 , 121, is to fit a least square error line to the
special Fourier transform domain deflned by (8) and (9). In this model, deteetian is
given for a bounclecl area. We will lift this restriction here and develop the theory for
a general case. The reason for not considering a bounded area as a neighbourhood
is that the presenee of a sharp boundary affects the detection negatively. Modelling
of the loeal neighbourhood is handled by multiplying the whole image by a positive
funetion (window), which decreases smoothly with inereased distanee from the center
of the examined point. The error made by the least square line fitting will be large if the
loeal image is not cireularly symmetrie, and will vanish if, and only if, the loeal image
is circularly symmetric. The error or degradation for a line with inclination angle 8 is
defined as:
(12)
E(O) = 'L
d'(k,k,)IF(k)l' dw
n

i:

ISee Appendix B
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Figure l: The figure illustrates the Euclidean distanee, d(k, k,), between the point Te
and the ax is denoted by k,.
Here d2 (k, kB) is the squared Euclidean distance between the vedor Te = (w,n)1 and
kB = (eos O, sin O)t, of which the former symbolizes the transposed eoordinate vector in
the special Fourier domain. By substituting

d'(k,k,)

=

w' + n' - (wcosO + nsinO)'

(13)

in (12) and using same familiar trigonometric relationships, Figure I, we obtain

E(O) =

~Iw~ + n~ + J(w~ - n~)' + 4p~cos(20 + Ooll

(14)

where

00 =

tan-l(n~ - w~, 2Pd)

n'd

"L i : w'IF(w,n)l'dw
"L n' i:IF(w,n)l'dw
"L i : nw IF(w, n) I' dw.
n

n

n

Consequently O minimizing E(O) is given by

(15)
13

since this ehoice of 20 results in the eosine term attaining the value -1. The corresponding minimum is given by;

E(Omin) =

~[wJ + nJ- J(wJ

- nJl' + 4pJI·

(16)

E(Omin) is a measure of degradation. To get a certainty measure we propose to look at
whether the obtained error of the fitted line is really small compared to the eeror of the
line giving the maximum error and form,

(17)
Here E(Omilz) is the eeror of the line rnaximizing (12) and eonsequently this line and the
line giving the minimal error are orthogonal. It is straightrorward to show that
(18)

According to (17), G/l inereases with increased differenee between the errors obtained when the worst and best lines are fitted. Thus the magnitude of the complex
number
(19)
z, = wJ+ iZPd = C Il exp (iZ8).

nl

will give a measure of whether there exists a cireular symmetry, and the argument of
it, 20, will give an estimation of the orientation of this cireular symmetry. Il should be
observed that it is far more eonvenient to represent the inc1ination angle of the line by
20 than O, since the orientation of a line is not altered by rotat in g it 'Jr radians, while the
addition of a 'Jr to O would resllIt in an angle other than O. This ambiguity is removed

by the mapping Z8, [8J.
The eertainty measure Gfl is dependent on the energy of the Ioeal image and henee
not dimensioniess. Another measure of eertainty is:

(ZO)
where c is a positive eons tant controlling the dynamie range of Gf2. That is

c,=
/

(J(w J - nJ)' + 4PJ ),
w~ + n~

IzIi )'.
w3 + nå
en = 1 if, and

= (

(Zl)

Since E is a non-negative function by definition,
only if, E(Omin) =
O, that is, when we have a truly cireularly symrnetric loeal image. To represent the
eertainty and orientation we lise the same notation as before, name ly we represent bot h
simultaneousiy by means of a complex variable:

(Z2)
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The calculations of Zl and Z2 for every neighbourhoocl, however, can be managed in
the spatial domain, although they are defined for the special Fourier domain given
previously by using the Parsevai relation:

r {' (:1
r t (;1
'r t

w'd

(h)'

n~

(211")'

Pd

(211")

)'d€d'P

(23)

)'d€d'P

(24)

-00

o

€

-00

o

lp

-00

o å'På€d€d'P.

ålål

3

(25)

Evaluation of the energy dependent certainty

To be able to calculate w~, n~ and Pd at every point of a discretized image, it is desirable
to simplify the calculations proposed by (23). By using the chain rule we have:

(26)
(27)
The reason for choosing Cartesian directions x and y is that the image is stored as a
set of discrete values on a rectangular mesh. Assuming I to be a bandlimited function
(in the frequency domain of I with respect to x and y in the usual sense) leads tiS to
the fact that (~)\ (*)2 and ~* are band limited as weil and can be reconstructed
from the samples, lxi and II/j, by:

(ål )' =
åx

L

(ål), =
åy

L 1;;1';(1')

ål ål
=
åx åy

L

1;;1';(1')

;
;

1,;1,;1';(1').

;

*

Here JLj(r) is the interpixel function governing the behaviour of the image between the
image points and it will be specified later. l'J:i and fl/i are the samples of ~ and
at
the point Tj. Thus wJ is given by:

(28)
Using the relations (6) (7) (23) (28) we obtain

w~ =

L
1

i: 10

00

1';(1') (f;;x'
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+ I;;Y' + 2/,;f,;xy)d€d'P.

(29)

Simllarly

n: and Pd are obtained. Thus

Zl

yields:

[= ["

z, = (271")' IJ/,j

+ i/,j)' J_= Jo /lj(r)(x - iy)'d€d'P = LU,j + i/,j)'vj'

,

(30)

J

Obviously it is possible to evaluate Zl as a convolution according to (30).
So far we have not specified JL;(f). It is the anal y tic function obtained hy inverse
Fourier transforming a region function, since f is handlimited. By region function is
understood a function which is O outside a closed region and 1 inside it. For the sake
of simplicity we put JL; as a translated gaussian, and the examined point according
to which € and 'P are defined by (6) and (7) as origin. Although this choice of /lj(r)
does not provide us with a perfeet interpixel function since it is not handlimited in thc
strict sense, we will use it for a numher of its properties as an approximation of the
ideal interpixel function. The most important of these is its concentration in both the
spatial and the frequency domain. The latter is especially useful since the resulting
filters become manageably small. Thus we have

/lj(r)

= exp ( -/1111' -

rjll') exp ( -

(31)

0111'11').

Here {J is a positive constant governing the behaviour of the continuous image between
discrete image positions while a, also a positive constant but chosen smaller than {J,
controls the width of the neighbourhood to be considered. Thus (30) and (31) deRne
the filter coefficients v;:

Vj

[= ("

(271")' J_= Jo
(271")'

since

€=

Inr and r

1=1"
o

o

/lj(r)(x - iy)'d€d'P
exp (-/1111' -

*r

rjll' - ar)(x - iy)'-d'P

= 111'11. Remembering 111'11' = rtr and x - iy = rexp(-i'P) we have:

/lo
2/1r
.
Vj = 471"3(0 + /lt' exp ( - -a--rj)a( ~) exp ( - ,2'Pj)
,..+0
a+
where

(32)

(33)

a(x), Figure 2, is the dimensioniess function given by:

21= l'

a(x) = -

~

o

o

exp ( - r'

x' cos(2'P)drd'P.
+ Xl eos 'P - -)r
4

(34)

a( x) is monoton ous, even and

lim a(x) =
,-=

1.

(35)

Consequently (34) can be osed to construct a table for a(x). The values between table
entries can be evaluated by using numerical interpolation techniques. Once this table
is estabilshed, the advantage of this approach is that a(x) can be evaluated rapid ly for
future kernel generations with arbitrary a and (3 without time-consuming numerical
integrations. Since a(:z:) is smooth, the interpolation techniques yield acceptable accuracy for point.s between the table entries. In the experiments below a VAX 11/750 is
16

a(x)

o -fL---~--r--~----.-----l
10
20
o
x

Figure 2: The function used to evaluate the kernels for circular symrnetry detection
purposes.
used to evaluate the table eotries by means of two one-dimensional, adaptive numerical
integrations chosen from the SLATEC suhroutine library, and Newton's formula with 5
steps, Björck, 1131, is used for the purpose of interpolation. The constructed table had
entries between O and 25 of equal increments of 0.1.
Figure 3 illustrates Vj. Since the asymptotic behaviour of JVil is proportional to
a gaussian, the filter coefficients decrease rapidlyas rj becomes large. Filter v with
coefficients Vj can be approximated by a truncated filter. In the experiments below,

v is truncated at a radius, at which the magnitude of the filter is less than 1% of the
maximum of the filter.
Thus evaluation of ZI for every point in the image can be accomplished as a convolution involving multiplication and summation of complex numbers:
ZI

= I:U;j + f;j) exp (i2'1'fi)Vj = I:U;j + f;j) exp (i2'1'lj)gjaj exp (- i2<pj)
;

j

where

'l'lj =
gj =
aj
'l'j

argUzj+ if,j)

ap

4,,-3(01 + Pt 1exp ( - --pr;)

01+

=

a( 2prj )

=

arg(xj + iYj).

va+P
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Figure 3: The figure illustrates a) the complex valued vi b) a 3-D plot of its magnitude
Implementation of (36) is given by the How char t in Figure 4 and yields:
l. O btain the partia/ derivative image,

U:i + f;;l exp (i2<p Ii)'

2. Convolve the partiai derivative image with the filter given by Yjaj exp ( - i2/pj).
The resulting eomplex valued image will contain the loeal orientation estimate of
the sealingfrotation space at the arguments of every point, while a eertainty measure for this estimate will be contained at the magnitudes. The locally orthogonal
circularly symmetric neighbourhoods will be represented by vectors with opposite
directions, such as circ!e and star-shaped neighbourhoods.
To utilize the full dynamics of the limited number of bits per pixel allocated for
the magnitudes, both pictures obtained by step 1) and step 2) should be scaled by the
maximum magnitudes of the obtained images respectively, if necessary. For examplc, if
the number of available intensity levels are 256, then the maximum magnitude in the
image should be mapped to maximum of these intensity leveis.

4

Evaluation of the energy independent certainty

Since

Z2

E(Omin).

and

Zl

are related to each other by (22), it is only necessary to derive E(Omaz) +

w~ is given by (29), and a similar evaluatian for n~ implies
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( Start )

Convolve with
the complex filter
Uj

Convolve with
the complex filter
Vj

Figure 4: The flow chart of the algoritltm computing energy dependent certainty together with optimal orientation estimate of circular symmetry parameters. The resulting
image is complex valued with magnitudes of the pixels being certainties and arguments
being orientations.

-

(h)' L

,

(2,,-)'

i: J,"

JL;(r) U;,x'

LU;, + f;,) 1~
o

j

+ f;,y' + f;,y' + f;,x')d€d'P

{' exp(-IIIIT - T,II' - o<r')rdrd'P.
o

But since

1111 T - T,II' + o<r' =

(O<

+ lIllIT - _II_T,II' + ...:Y!.-r)

0<+11

0<+11

(37)

we obtain

w~+n~ = LU;,+ f;,)(2,,-)' exp (- 0<11 ar)) {~ r"~ exp (- (0<+ II) IIT- ~r,II')rdrd'P
j
o: + p
Jo Jo
o: + fJ
(38)
The integral term is natlting hut the volurne under a translated gaussian, and titus
it is constant with resped to Tjo The value of this constant is 7r(cx + P)-l. Titus
E(Orn,,) + E(Orn;n) is obtained as the convoiution:

w~

+ n~ = LU;, + f;,)IC,

,

(39)

with

(40)
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Here we have assumed that the filter

K,

defined by (40L is truncated at the same radius

as the truncation radius of v given by (33) yielding a comparable accuracy. Thus by
using (22) we obtain

z,

= (

Z,

"L.Jj (f'zj + fl/i, )gj

)' =

(Z;(J';;

+ f~;)exp(i2<pJj)g;a;exp( , )gj
~j ('
fzj + fl/i

Since aj ~ 1, the magnitude of Z2 will have the upper bound I,
by loeal images f having the highest partiai derivative energies
the boundary of the filter v. Moreover, the argz2 = argzl for a
the maximum magnitude should be 2lp/i = 2cpj + constant. To
the triangle inequality to (41).

.

(41)

and it will be attained
concentrated elose to
neighbourhood giving
prove these, we apply

< Z;U;; + f~;)g;a;
) g;
Z; (
f.;"
+ f,;

z,_

1 1

i2<p;)),

(42)

This is fulfilled with equality if 2<p Ii - 2tpj = eonstant 1 since the triangle inequality
holds with equality only for paraBel complex numhers. Assume that the angle variation
of (jzi + if ll i)2 is such a variation and equality holds. Putting

(43)
defines Pi as a probability distribution, since Pj'S are positive and sum up to unity. By
summing up all probabilities originating from points on the same circle with the radius
r i and calling it a new probability
,

P:.

Iz,l = L, P;a; = L, a"
i

rk

L,
z~+II~=<f

P;

= L, a'jP;j

(44)

r,.

is obtained. Since ar,. 2: O and monotonous, the maximum is attained at the rand,
giving Ph = l, where R is the radius of the filter. This last propert y is in fact a
result of sampling the circularly symmetric images by means of a quadratic mes h and
indicates that the samples elose to the origin should not be taken too seriousiy in
circular symmetry detection, which appeals to engineering intuition. The detection of
linear symmetry orientation, which is investigated for n-dimensional images earlier, 11],
indicates that all samples are considered as equally important, since these images can
be sampied by a quadratic mesh and reconstructed exactly from these samples. But
this is not the case for circularly symmetric images, and hence an optimal weighting
should be done for a given choice of interpixel function. This is achieved by a(x) for the
interpixel functions chosen as gaussians. But it is straightforward to calculate similar
a(x) for other I';(r), by utilizing (32).
Implementation of (41) is analogous to impiementation of (36) and is given by the
flow chart in Figure 5. Z2 is obtained in two steps, the flrst being identicai to the flrst
step of implementatian of Zl:
1. Obtain th, partia/ derivativ, imag"

U;; + f~;l exp(i2<pfj)'
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Figure 5: The flow chart of the algorithm computing energy independent certainty
together with optimal orientation estimate of circular symmetry parameters. The resulting image is complex valued and ready for interpretation in terms of certainty and
orientation as in the previous fiow chart.
2. Perform two convolutions on the partiai derivative image according to (36) and (39).
Tt should be observed that (39) is a convolutian of only the magnitude of the partia l derivative image with a real valued filter. Divide the flrst obtained complex
number with the real number obtained later and exponentiate it to a constant
real numher c. The last stage should be performed if the numerator has a value
larger than a small threshold to ensure the numerical stability. Otherwise put
the magnitude to zero, which means total uncertainty. Since the nurnerator may
involve a large number of additions of vectors which in general are not all in the
same direction, the well-known numerical error, cancellation of terms may occur.
Consequently the zero level of the numera tor increases. By zero level we mean
the level below which the obtained values are interpreted as zero. By ensuring
that the magnitude of the numerator exceeds this threshold, division by zero is
avoided at the same time since IZ21 :5 I, and thereby it is clear that the magnitude
of the numerator does not exceed the magnitude of the denominatar. The value
of this threshold can either be chosen experimentally or by using numerical eeror
analysis for the filters considered. The resulting image is ready to be interpreted
as in the previous section.
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5

Evaluation of the partiaI derivative image

In the previous sections two two-step algorithms were considered. They both deliver a
complex Dumher per pixel containing information about the circular symmetry existence
around every pixel in the image. To be able to do that, the partiaJ deriuatiue image l
which is al50 a complex valued image, is required. The technique used for estimatian of
(Ixi + i/,,;) 2 is basically the same as utilized in the previous sections.
Reconstruct the image by means of its discrete samples, fil and apply :z + i§V
operator:
JL ;(f))
.8- )1(-)
_ " I . (8JL;(f)
.8r -L."
---+1
--.
(45)
( -8+ 1

8x

8y

;

'8x

8y

By using the same interpixel function as before, (31) and equation (37)

(:x + :)I(Ö)
i

l: -21; (ex + (J)((x - ex ~ (J x;) + ity l: f;u;

ex ~ (JY;))JL;(f) 1,=0

J

(46)

;

are obtained for the origin.

Uj

is defined as:

(47)
Obviously (46) can be considered as a convolution with a complex valued filter U , with
the coefficients Uj given by (47). The coefficients Uj decrease rapidlyas Tj becomes large
and hence can be truncated. In the experiments we have truncated Uj when IUjl has
reached 1 % of its maximum. The implementatian of the estimatian of (lzf + il 1d)2
is possible to aceomplish by:
• Convolve the image f with the filter u. Assign to every pixel of the new image
the square of the obtained eomplex value.

6

Experimental results

To verify that the algorithms described in the previous see tians really work on diserete
image data, they have been tested on a number of both synthetic and real images.
Same of these images will be presented and discussed in detail. A GOP-300 is used
for implementation of the algorithms. Figurcs 4 and 5 illustrate the flow charts of the
implemented algorithms Zl which represents the orientation estimate and its corresponding energy dependent certainty, and Z2 which represents the orientation estimate and
its corresponding energy independent certainty. Every box in the flow chart should be
considered as a mut with inputs and outputs being images. Except for the convoiution
boxes, all boxes consist of pointwise operating functions. Two groups of experiments
are presented 1) Noise behaviour tests 2) Applieation examples.
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Figure 6: The test image ahove illustrates same circularly symmetric neighbourhoods.
Gaussian white noise is added to the right half of the image. The image is of size
5l2x5l2

6.1

Noise behaviour tests

To investigate the behaviour of the algorithms in the presence of noise we have used
the synthetized image shown in Figure 6. It consists of square blocks of the size 30X30
containing circularly symmetric images. The blocks in the left half of the image are
generated by
(48)
(l + 0.25 cos(w In r + n<p))/2
and in the right half of the image by
(l

+ 0.25cos(wlnr + n<p) + 0.75X)/2

(49)

X is gaussian, uncorrelated noise"" N(O, 32). The values obtained by these functions
are mapped to 256 gray leveis. In all colour images the resolution in both the intensity
and the hue consists of 256 discrete vatues.The peak-to-peak variation of the noise is
three times the size of the cosine term in the right half of the image. Within cvery
block w and n are constant. w changes proportionally to the y coordinates of the block
centers, and n changes proportionally to the x coordinates of the block centers. The
origin is the center of the pieture. Thus, if a block center has thc coordinate xx + YY}
then the orientation of rotation/scaling at the center of the block is given by
(50)
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That is, the blocks with coordinates xx + yfJ and ~xx ~ yfJ have the same orientations
except for the noise. This property of the test image can be utilized to exarnine the
noise behaviour of the algorithms.
a)

Zl

of this image is given in Figure 10. The filter used for the convolution was given
in Section 3. The filter sizp. was 25x25 with o: = 1/16. To obtain the intermediate
result, the partiai derivative image, a 3x3 filter is used according to the derivation
in Section 5. It can clearly be seen that the block centers on a line passing through
the center of the image has the same colour at the points of the right half of the
image. In this representation, we have chosen green to rep resen t circular and red
to represent the star-shaped circular symmetries. All other circular symmetries
with the orientations between thern are mapped to colours, in such away that
this change in colours is perceived as a smooth continuous variation. This is
done by utilizing I component of the IHS colour representation to represent the
magnitude of Zt and H to represent the argument of Zl' The certainty level
decreases graduallyas the distance increases from the block centers until the
block borders are reached, where it increases slightly and attains a local peak
at the block corner. This is natural, since the neighbourhoods of the corners
resemble the star-shaped circularly syrnmetric patterns. For this reason all the
corncrs have barely visible red colour with an intensity equal to approximately
half of the intensity of the block centers, which have the highest intensities. The
certainties in the noisy part of the image are of the same order as in the 1eft
half of the image at the block centers. This property is due to the fact that Zl
is dependent on the energy of the partial derivative image, that is the energy of
the variation. The right hal f of the image contains more energy compared to the
feft, which has boosted up the certainty to the level of the left part. The colour
components of the block centers corresponding to each other on both sides of the
image differ only by 1 or 2 degrees.

b) Figure 9 illustrates Z2 obtained for all points of Figure 6 with the same filter parameters as before. The zero level, below which the numerator is considered as zero,
here called eps, is equal to 1. c, the dynamic range controller is put to 1. The
value of eps is chosen as 3% of maximum of Izd. The colours, e g orientations,
are identical to that of Figure 10. The certainties are dimensioniess and relative,
contrary to the certainties in Figure 10. The certainties at the block corners are
about half of the certainties at the c10sest block centers except for those elose to
the origin, the center of the image. The corresponding block centers in noisy and
noiseless parts of the image showa significant difference in intensities compared
to Figure 10. The noisy centers have certainty values about hal f the values of
centers with no noise. The explanation of the phenomenon that certainties at the
block barders in the vicinity of the origin are higher than their respective block
centers is the cancellation of terms. To show that we have increased eps stepwise l
the result of which forced those block corners close to the image center gradually
to vanish without any interference with the block centers. Increasing eps had the
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Figure 7: The image illustrates same synthetic blocks to be ciassified with respect to
block types. The ciasses are right rotations, left rotations, circies , and stars.
effect of eliminating the block barders gradual1y, starting from the central part
of the test image and moving towards its barder. Figure I l shows the obtained
Z2, with eps = 8, where most block barders are forced to zero, while the centers
remain untouched.

6.2

Application examples

Finally, we give two examples of applications which lise the resulting images of the
proposed algorithms as features in pattern recognition.
a) Figure 7 is a synthetic image to be classified with respect to "left-handedness",
"right.handedness", "circular patterns" and "star-formed patterns". The magnitudes and arguments of Figure 12 are utilized along with box classification to
obtain the c1assified image in Figure 13.
b) Figure 8 is an image of the sea bottom, where the aim is to classify it with respect to
the sea anemones. Since the average size of these is much largcr, about 100xl00
pixels, than a practical filter size, we shrink the partiai derivative image from
512x512 to 128x128, Figure 14 and Figure 15. The shrinking process is preceded
by lowpass fiItering to avoid aliasing. Then this image is used to obtain Z2, resulting in Figure 16. The filter used is the same as before, with the size of 25x25.
The parameter eps is put to 3, which is 9% of the maximum Izd of the image.
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Figure 8: The image is a sea bottom photograph. The objective is to identify sea
anemones.
A box c1assification based on Figure 8 and Figure 16 results in 90% detection of
the anemones, Figure 17. Here it should be mentioned that the tune-up of the
algorithms is possible and is carried out to increase the recognition rate of the sea
anemoncs by applying the energy independent linear symmctry operator, [l], befote shrinking it. Out since the purpose of this papet is to demonstrate theoretical
and practical aspects of circular symmetry model1ing and its implementatian, we
will leave it out of consideration here,

7

Conc1usion

In the Sections 2, 3 and 4, estimates of Wd, nd, Pdl (Jz + if,J1 are used to obtain an
estimate of the optimallocal orientation in the scalingfrotation space. The theorctically
cruciai point was to assume the bandlimitedness of the considered image. Although
the squaring of the convolutian results appearing at the first step, requires images
oversampled ,,·,'ith a factor of at least 2, experiments with practical applications have
show n that most images of normal resolution fulfill this requirement. Thus it is not
necessary to do anything special to eliminate errors originating from this source. In
the cases where this really is a major source of error, it can easily be removed by
oversampling the original image. \Ve believe that the resulting images can be used as
features in many c1assification applications since they dcscribe a structural property of
the neighbourhoods.
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It is interesting to note that the obtained partial derivative image can be used by
symmetry describing algorithms other than the circular symmetry description proposed
here. An example of this is linear symmetry description, [11, which approximates the
optimallocal orientation of linear symmetry in the image) using the same image obtained
in step 1. The only difference is the filters used for the convolutions in the second step.
An extension of the circular symmetry description approach) based on the isogray value
curves as proposed here, to other more general symmetries is under consideration. The
preliminary results would indicate that a generalization is possible.
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Figure 10: The image illustrates Zl at every point of original image of Figure 6. The
hue is the orientation of the neighbourhood in the rotation/scaling space. The intensity
represents the certainty of this estimate.
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of Figure 7.
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Figure 13: Box ciassification is used on Figure 12 to obtain this ciassified image.
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Figure 14: Partiai derivatives of Figure 8. The filter size is 3x3.
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Figure 15: The image is a shrunk version of Figure 14. The image size is 128x128, but
for the purpose of comparison it is photographed as a 512x512 image through repetition
of pixeis.
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Figure 16: The image illustrates Z2 of Figure 8 based on the shrunk partiai derivative
image. The image size is 128x128, but it is expanded for comparison as before.
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Figure 17: The image illustrates the identified sea anemones of Figure 8. Box classification is used. The used feature images were Figure 8, the intensity and hue of Figure
16. The used boxes were [10, 255], [85, 255], and [113, 143].
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A

Some properties of the filter coefficients

In this appendix we will show Lhat the filter coefficients
a function which is given by

l'

a(x) = -21r~
exp ( - T'
~ o
o

uj,

given in this chaptcr involve

x' eos(21O)dTdlO
+ xr cos l" - -)T
4

(1)

and will prove some of ils properties. By formula (32) we ohtain:

Vj (27ft' exp (,OT)) =

Io~

f'

Io~ lo"

Io~ lo"

IOj)) rdrdlO

+ ,O)T' + 2,OTjT eos 10) T exp ( - i2( l" + lOj)) dTdlO

exp ( - (a

exp ( - i2lOj)[ Io~
i

+ ,O)r' + 2,OrjTeos(1O -

exp(- i21O) exp( - (a

f'

exp ( - (a

exp ( - (a

+ ,O) T' + 2,OTjT eos IO)T eos(21O)dTdlO

+ ,OjT' + 2,OTjTCOS 10) r sin(21O) dTdlOl

Since the sine function is odd and periodic the second integral vanishes and we obtain:

Vj (21Tt' exp (,Or;

Io~

f'

exp( - (a

(a +,0) -1
Adding and subtracting
integrand provides
Vj

= 41T 3 (a

o

o

41T 3 (a

r~ r"
Jo Jo

~

+ ,O) T' + 2,OTjTCOslO)Teos(21O)dTdlO
exp ( - T'

+ ~T COS 10) Teos(21O)dTdlO.

a+

to the argument of the exponentiai function term in the

+ ,Ot 1 exp (-

1 1"
~

+ i2lOj)

".Ba T)) exp ( - i2lOj) ~
p+a
1r

2,Or
exp ( - T' + ~T eos l" -

+ ,Oj-l exp ( -

cr+

(

,~,.

Ja+~
4

)'
jT cos(21O )dTdlO

,Oa
.
2,OT'
-a-T]) exp ( - .2IOj)a( ~)

,..,+a

a+

since the cosine function is even.
Now we will show that a(x) is even and
lim a(x) = l.

,-~

ar-x)

~ eos(21O jdTdlO
-21~1' exp ( - T' - XT eos l" - -)T
o o
4

1r
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(2)

=

.: f 00 frexp(-r'+xrcos('P-,,-)-x')rcos(2'P)drd'P
1r Jo
Jo
4

21001° exp( -

r'

+ xrcos('P) -

= .: f fr exp( _
?rio Jo

r'

+ xrcos'P _

=

-

11"

~r

O

00

x'
-)rcos(2'P)drd'P
4

x')rcos(2'P)drd'P
4

= a(x).

Consider the function f(xr) which we will define as one of the integrals in (l):

.: f' exp(xrcos 'P) cos(2'P)d\O

f(xr)

Jo
.: fr cosh(xr cos 'P) cos(2'P)d'P
7f Jo
7f

=

since f(xr) is even in analogy with a(x). Repeated partiai integration gives:

21
ll
l'
r

f(xr)

-

xr sin 'P sinh(xr cos 'P) sin(2'P)d'P

2,,- o
r

-

o

7f

x 2 r2 sin lp cosh(xr eos cp) -2 sin 3 l{Jdcp
3

-2

311"

2

x'r' cosh(xrt)(l - t')'/'dt

-1

(xr/2)'
/ifI'(2 + 1/2)

l'

(l - t')'-I/' cosh(xrt)dt

(3)

-I

2I,(xr)
where 1,(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 2.
Thus

a(x) = 2

00 exp( _r' - -)I,(xr)rdr
x'

1

(4)

4

O

Define g(z) as

1,(z)
g(z) = exp(z)(27fz) 1/"

(5)

lim g(z) = l

(6)

we will utilize
._00

to prove (2). Because of (6) there exists a eonstant w above which g(z)

IS

bouncled

above, that is

g(z) S M, <

00

for

z> w.

(7)

Formula (3) reveals that 12 (z) is even and strictly increases for positive values of z. The
assymptotic equivaient function exp(z)(27rz)-1/2 is bounded below with a positive lower
bound. Thus for non-negative z values less than w, q(z) is boundcd above as weil. This
prov ides us:

g(z) S M <

00
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for

z

~

o.

(8)

Utilizing (4) and (5)

a(x)

=

{OO exp(-(r _ ~)')q(xr)r(27rxr)-l/'dr

Jo

Z

Z

x

00

(Z,,)-I/'
(Z"r '/ '

T+~

exp(-r')q(x(r+ 2))(~)I/'dr

_1

,

/

/00 exp(-r')q(x(r + ~))a(r
+~)2
2

i:
-00

< (z"r l/ '

exp(-r')(r'

Itx

+

~I dr

2

+ Z)Mdr < 00

is obtained for x > 1 where a(z) is given by:
1,

o ()
z = {
o,

if z 2: O;
otherwise.

(9)

Thus the dominated convergence theorem 1121, can be used to evaluate the limit of a(x):

lim a(x)

z

oo

=

~ /00 exp( -r')q(x(r + ~))a(r
+ ~)
2
2

lim

z-oo V 271'"

fi./
V;;

oo

fi./
V-;

oo

-00

=

-00

-00

lim exp(-r')q(x(r

z __ oo

exp( -r')

fi dr
Y"2

+

~))a(r
+~)2
2

l/:x

Itx

+

+

~I dr

2

~I2 dr

= 1
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B

Central symmetry modelling

This appendix considers the theoretical aspects of the case when a neighbourhood is
defined by means of a circle and the IDeal coordinate transformation is chosen as
x

r eos cp

y

rsinlp

The Ioeal coordinate transformation is not defined by a pair of harmonie functions, a
concept which will be studied e10ser in Chapter IV. It should be observed that this
does not affect the form of the theoretical solution as such. The appendix is included
as a reference for this reasan but alsa to demonstrate that the behaviour of the special
Fourier domain corresponding to a new coordinate system can be studied with respect to
point concentration as weil as line concentration. The lat t er is the type of the behaviour
which characterizes the symmetry definition in different coordinate systems appearing
throughout this thesis. During the implementation and the experimental results, the
superiority of the smooth window function and the harmonie pair given in the chapter
is verified.
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CENTRAL SYMMETRY MODELINGt
Josef Bigun, Gösta H. Granlund
Computer Vision Laboratory
Linköping University
Department of Electrical Engineering
S-581 83 Linköping Sweden

Abstract
A definition of central symmetry for local neighbourhoods of 2-D images is given.
A complete ON-set of cent rally symmetric basis functions is proposed. The loeal
neighbourhoods are expanded in this basis. The behaviour of coefficient speetrum
obLaincd by this expansion is proposed as the foundation of the central syrnmetry
parameters of the neighbourhoods. Specifically, examination of two 5uch behaviours
are proposed: point concentration and line concentration of the energy spectrum.
Moreover) the study of these types of behaviors of the spectrum is shown to be
possible in the spatial domain.

Introduetion
There is a long list of operators that detect the existence of linear symmetry in a Iocal
neighbourhood. Most of them measure linear symmetry in the sense of lines and edges.
But there is very little done to model central symmetry. Perhaps it is because images of
objects in nature, are usually more irregular than circles. Nevertheless, we believc that
this is one of the symmetries which human beings utilize in early vision. It seems that
central symrnetry should be an additional syrrunetry model. The fact that circularly
symmetric shapes like rotating fans, diverging rays, circularly propagating water waves,
etc., are observed as phosphenes when low frequency magnetic fields are applied to the
temples of a subject, [Il. 12J, supports this belief. Moreover rnany manufactured objects
are locally concentrated and have cl05ed round ed boundaries. Many natural objects
in low resolution images may exhibit this property. like cells seen under a microscope.
Conceivable application areas are the object counting, classification as weil as image
corling and enhancement of certain types of images, possessing a loeal central symmetry
proper ty. But flrst we should have an intuitive feeling about what kind of patterns
are called centrally symmetric in our terminology, since it is otherwise a rat her vague
concept.
f SIGNAL PROCESSING III: Theories and Applications, LT. Young et al .. (editors) Elsevier Science
Publishers B. V. (North.Holland), EURASIP, 1986; pp. 883·886.
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Definition 1 We will call local neighbourhoods centrally symmetric i/ the locus O/ISOgray values constitutes parallel lines

I'n

local polar coordinates:

<p = k,r

+ k,

T

2: O

for some constants kl and k 2 • if the lacus of iso-gray values is not curves, that is when
the y are regions the n the borders of these regions are considered as locus. We will assume
that the boundary o/ the neighbourhood is a circle, and the origin o/ coordinates is the
center of this circle.

Definition 2 (f, g) is the scalar product given by

r1

1

l>

(J, g)=rnT Jo ;:-f"(r)g(r)dn

with r =

Irl

and:

r ~dn.

Ini =

Jo r

Definition 3 C(O) is the completion of the space o/ complex valued functions, continuous on n except on a subsel of fl with zero measure, with respect to the scalar product
given above. fl t·s a circle with the radius R.

Consider the functions, see Figure 1),

(1 )
with w = ~ and m,n E Z. C(O) is a Hilbert space with the following scalar product

1 ('. (R f(r,<p)g(r,<p)drd<p.
271" R Jo Jo
Thus {Wmn}m,nEZ is dense in C(OL which follows from the Fourier series expansion
theoryan a rectangle, [3]. But this scalar product is the same scalar product defined
earlier with O being a circle. Now let us consider the neighbourhood O, around an
examined point in an image. Assume that the polar coordinates, r = !fl and lp = arg (f),
referred to in the following are relative to the examined point, and the positive x axis
from the examined point.
Let the real function I(f) express the gray values in n, with the center at the
examined point, so that r is the local coordinate vector. Then one can expand 1 as

f(r)

=

I:

cmnwmn(r)

(2)

m,nEZ

with

Cmn

(f, IV mn)

~ f(r)e;(mw,+np)dn

_1_ (

(3)

27fRJ or
because C(O) is a HUbert space and {Wmn}m,nEZ constitutes a complete orthonormal
base:

(4)
with omm' being the usual Kronecker delta.
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Figure l: The image illustrates some of the basis functions
are mapped linearly to the gray values of the monitor.

\lim,,'

The real parts of \lI mn

Point concentration
Definition 4 Let P be an operator from C(O) to the funetion set X,
p is a projection from C(O) to X If

X C C(O). Then

P'f = PI

for all

I in C(O).

Dur goal is to find an algorithm based on operations done in the spatial domain
which still gives some indication about whether the energy is concentrated to a point
in the frequency domain. The algorithm should posses the following properties:
1. Whenever the neighbourhood,

!(fL is equivalent to one of the basis functions,

\lI mn , except possibly for a scale fador B, the algorithm should detect this par-

ticular basis fundion save a sign change of it's index tuple, (n,m). That is
= O for all tuples (n',m') except for a tuple (n,m). In other cases
it should give some sort ofdominating tuple (n,m). 1t should be noted that \lim"
is complex valued. For real neighbourhoods consisting of the real or imaginary
part of a Wmn , this condition will be enough to identify the neighbourhood except
possibly a phase factor. Given the tuple (n, mL '1'mn is unique. Call the operator
of finding the tuple (n,mL and associating the function Wmn to that, as P then:

(J,W m ,".)

P' f = PI = Wm •
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for any 1 E C(O). This is equivalent to saying that the sought algorithm is
a projection to the countable set {'lImn}, according to the projection definition
ab ove.
2. The projection value (or parameter) should be rotation and radial phase invariant
for pure inputs of:

with some scalar B. That is

P I(r

+ ro, <p + <Pol

= p

I(r,<p)

=

Wmn

should be fulfilled.
3. Whenever the spectrum of the real valued loeal neighbourhood differs from a
pattern with a point concentrated spectruffi, an uncertainty parameter should
re fleet that. By attaining low values, for example l this parameter could indicate
the relevance of the projection parameter, and conversely to suppress it if the
neighbourhood differs from a centralsymmetrie pattern.
The lise of the uncertainty parameters is indicated in [4]. The uncertainty parameter
and the projection parameter are combined in every point of the image to form avector,
in such away that the magnitude of this vector becomes inversely proportional to the
uncertainty parameter, (the confidence in the projection parameter) and the argument of
it becomes the projection parameter. This can be visualised by allowing the magnitude
to modulate the intensity of a point in a colour TV monitor and the argument of it,
representing the projection parameter} to modulate the colour of the same point. The
result is a colour image rep resen ting a decision in every neighbourhood of the original
image. The projection parameter and the confidence parameter values evaluated in
every point in the image can be thought of as two separate images infiuencing each
other. A point with a low confidence leveIlooks dark in the resulting image} no matter
what t.he colour of the point is. A point with a high confidence level is emphasized by
illumination} and it}s colour is revealed.
The algorithm we propose consists of the computations described by (5)-(9):

A~1I/11

(5)

"IID,/II

(6)

"IID~/II

(7)

md=~

nd=-A--

O'
Om

O'

m'd

(8)

".IID~/II' _ n,'

(9)

"IID;/II'
A2 W 4

nn-

A2
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md and nd are radial respectively angular frequency measures. Cnm. and COn are
the uncertainty measures associated with ffld respectively nd. Denote the projection
parameters by the tuple (ii,m). That is (ii, m) points out the location of an eventual
point coocentration in the spectrum. To produce m and ii from md and nd, we observe
that m and ii should be integers. Moreover they take positive as weil as negative values.
However since we assume real valued images, the requested point concentration will
coosist of two concentrations symmetrically located around the origin of the coordinates
in the spectrum. This is due to the Hermitian property of the coefficient transformation.
Hence we need only give the position of one of these concentrations. Thus we can assume
that m is always positive. We will simpiy assign to rh and Tt the c10sest integers to md
and nd with the proper sign:

m

=

ii =

round( m.)
sign X round(n.)

sign E {-I, I}

(10)

sign is the sign of Lm,nEZ mnlc~21:l, the calculation of which is given in the next section.
Let us see what (5)-(9) does for a neighbourhood :

L

f=

(11)

CmnW mn

m,nEZ

We get through (5)

L Icmnl'

A' =

m,nEZ

This is the energy of the neighbourhood in terms of the centrally symmetric function
set {W mn }. (4) together with (6), (11) yields:

IID,fll

=

II

Aw

L imCmnwmnll
m,nEZ

A

(12)
Hence md is the weighted roat mean square of all radial frequency measures, m, It should
be observed that a particular radial frequency number, m, is weighted by the uniform
sum of all angular frequency energies. The weights constitute energy distribution of
the input function. The higher the energy share of Wmn in the total energy, the eloser
md will be to m. (12) obviously fulfills the projection requirement after rounding md
to the closest integer, m. Similarly nd will be the weighted mean square of all angular
frequencies of different order:
nd=

ICmnl'
(L - n')!
'
A'

(13)

m,nEZ

The latter is insensitive to the sign changes in n. The consequence of this is a real
neighbourhood of
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projected to a W'[mllnl input. The decision is in favour of one of the two equally strong
candidates. When f = mn + -m-n then md = Jml and nd = Ini which in turn reRects
the necessity of the variable sign referred to earlier (10). Uncertainty parameters GOm
and GOn are proposed to be as in (8) and (9), and GOm yields through (4), (8), (11),

'*'

'*'

(12)

IID;/II' _ • _ '" Icmnl' •
A2

2

W

md

4

L
m,nEZ

LJ

-

A2

m

m,nEZ

Icmnl' , d, + d•
m m

A2

m

'"
Icmnl'm
( ' -m')'
LJ ~
d

L

Icmnl'

m,nEZ

A2

(14 )

m,nEZ

which can be viewed as a weighted variance for the integers m 2 • It attains its minimum
in the case when

Icmnl' (m'

A'
for all n, m E Z. This occurs if and only if

_ m')' = O

'" Icmnl'
L..,
n

A'

d

= 1

for same m = m' since m1 is constant. Thus if GOm is zero then there exists one unique
radial frequency in the neighbourhood and it is given by the estimation, md' When this
is the case the energy is concentrated to a horizontal line through m = md. Since GOm
is a variance it also reveals some information about the shape of the spectral density
of the neighbourhood. If GOm is small then it is likely to think that the neighbourhood
is a degraded version of a wave with a weil defined radial frequency, md' Conversely
it is unlikely that the association of md to the neighbourhood will be relevant, if GOm
is large. Interpretations of nd and G On are similar to md and GOm 's. Given md, nd,
and the sign parameters the tuple (h, m) is computed according to (10). We adopt the
uncertainty parameters G On and GOm for h respectively m. We propose COv ,

(15)
to be the uncertainty parameter for the tuple (h,m). G ov = O if and on ly if GOm =
G On = O. But GOm = O if and only if the total energy is concentrated on a horizontal
line and COn = O if and only if the total energy is concentrated on a vertical line. The
only possibility for the neighbourhood to fulfill these two requirements is when an input
possessing total point concentration in its spectrum, with location on the intersection
of the lines m = md, n = nd.
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Line concentration
We will examine whether the energy spectrum has line concentration. Let the line we
look for be
m = tan(O)n.
(16)
\Vc assume that the line goes through the origin of the coordinates in the coefficient
domain. Since the real functions coefficient transforms should be Hermitian, their energy
spcctra are even, forcing a possible line concentration to pass through the origin of the
coordinates of the coefficient plane. A real neighbourhood f can be expanded in the
basis functions as beforc, yielding:

L::

f =

cml'lw mn

m,nEZ

with the Hermitian coefficients C mn • The energy concentration of the neighbourhoods
in general degrades from a line through the origin of the coordinates. Let tiS measure
this degradation by C 08 , which is the average sum of the squares of the distances of the
spectrum points to the line given by (16):

'" L

C n• =

m,nez

(m - tan(O)n)' cos'(O) Ie m
A

sin'(O)"
, Icm"l'
L...J n A2

+ eos'(0)"
L...J

m,nEZ

sin(20)

L

;l'
m

, A2
Icm"l'

m,nez

mn

Ic~;I'

(17)

m,neZ

\Ve want to find a O which minimizes Cm- This is the least square estimation of O and
it is straightforward to find O:

dCn,
2
2---;[8 = (n, - m,) sm(20) - 2pcos(20)

(18)

where
p =

"

L-

m,neZ

If n~ - m~

t-

O or p

i-

mn Icm"l'
A'

O then ehoase the minimizing O as:
Od

l tan -l('
= 2"
nd

-

m ,dl 2p) -

(19)

The degradation or uncertainty measure is given by substituting (19) in (18) and using
the trigonometri c hal f angle formulas:

C n• =

~(n~ + m~ - J(na -

2
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ma)' + 4p').

(20)

The angle given by (19) gives the axis around which the moment of inertia is minimum
and the moment of inertia is given by (20) if Ic~,;r is seen as a point mass, [S]. The
omitted case when both p = O and n~ - m~ = O corresponds to local neighbourhoods
with no specific orientation. Because d~' vanishes according to (16), any () would work
as rrunimizing argument to (17). This case implies that

L n,lc !'
mn

m,nEZ

A2

o
The cIass of functions having this property in their spectra is the class of functions
with coinciding principal axes in the coefficient domain. Neighbourhoods of '*'00, \If mn +
W_ m _ n + Wm - n + \If- mn are examples of such functions. We observe that m~ = O and
n~ = O implies that the neighbourhood is a constant function and consequently has
no orientation. Thus to keep the consistency of the meaning of Gn8 in the case when
n~ - m~ = p = O, we should define Gnl = 00 and leave O undefined. p which is needed
to calculate 8d and Gn• according to (19) and (20), can be easily round in the spatial
domain to be:

P=

L mnlcmnl' =_I_(a f

m,nEZ

A'

af)

A'w ar' aop

Implementation of the scalar products given above for every neighbourhood of a
digitized image is straightforward after using the chain rule:

af
ar
af
aop

af
af
ax co,(op) + ay sin(opl
af
af .
-TCO'(op) - -rsm(op).
ay
ax

This means that we can transfer the scalar products to be valid for functions defined in
Cartesian coordinates. At this point we can use either the bandlimited signal theoryor
some quadrature rule to evaluate the resulting integrals, given that we know ~ and ~
at a rectangular net of points. It can be shown that the scalar product evaiuations at
every point are obtained by convolutions with FIR-filters.

Conc1usion
Both the point concentration parameters md, and nd and the line concentration parameter Od are best fits of a point or a line respectively through the origin of coordinates of
the coefficient domain. The best fit is in the sense that the two variance measures given,
which are adopted as uncertainty measures, are minimized. It is interesting to note that
the approach lends itself to linear symmetry parameter extraction as weil, with a minor
change. By linear symmetry we mean the neighbourhoods with iso-gray values being
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straight lines in Cartesian coordinates. Parallel lines belong to such neighbourhoods.
Hence it is possible to lind the dominating frequency and the dorninating orientation of
a neighbourhood, [6), with the least error variance in the Fourier domain in a similar
manner. The only difference is the scalar product and the shape of the neighbourhood.
The scalar product of the linear symmetry case becomes the usual l2(O) scalar product
with n being a rectangle. The complete ON-basis set is of course {ei(mw%z+nw)l~)}m,nEZ'
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Chapter III

OPTIMAL ORIENTATION
DETECTION OF LINEAR
SYMMETRY

What has been sOld about cårcies also applits to lines as well as to c%ur...
Plato
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OPTIMAL ORIENTATION DETECTION OF
LINEAR SYMMETRY*
Josef Bigiin, Gösta H. Granlund
Linköping University
Department of Electrical Engineering
Computer Vision Laboratory
S-581 83 Linköping Sweden

Abstract
The problem of optimal deteetion of orientation in arbitrary neighbourhoods is
solved in the least squares sense. It is shown that this corresponds to fitting an axis

in the Fourier domain of the n-dimensional neighbourhood, the solution of which is
a weil known solution of a ma tri x eigenvalue problem. The eigenvaiues are the variance or inertia with respect to the axes given by their respective eigenvectors. The
orientation is taken as the ax is given by the least eigenvalue. Moreover it is shown
that the necessary computations can be performed in the spatial domain without
doing a Fourier transformation. An implemcntation for 2-D is presented. Two certainty measures are given, corresponding to the orientation estimate. These are the
relative or the absolute distances between the two eigenvaiues, stating whether the
fitted axis is much better than an ax is orthogonal to it. The result of the implementation is verified by experiments which confirm an accurate orientation estimation
and reliable certainty measure in the presenee of additive noise at high as weIl as
low leve!.

1

Introduction

The problem of orientation detection of lines and edges arises in many applications
in image processing. One of the earliest approaches was to model the direction of a
neighbourhood in terms of the direction of the gradient of the image. A drawback of this
method is its noise amplification since the gradient operation enhances high frequencies
of the image. Another approach is to combine linearly the magnitudes of a number, 3
or 4, of quadrature, directionai filters, [1]. The coefficients in this linear functional are
compiex valued as weil as those of the filters. This results in a complex valued variable,
the argument of which is an estirnate of the orientation of the lacal neighbourhood and
'Reprinted from PROCEEDIIIGS OF THE IEEE FIRST IllTERllATIotlAL C0I1FERE!lCE
VISIO!I, London, June 8-11, 1987 pp. 433-438.
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the magnitude is an estimate of the certainty of this orientation estimation. There have
also been solutions to the problem of finding the local orientation by projeeting the
neighbourhood to a number of fixed orthogonal functions. The projection coefficients
are then used to evaluate the orientation parameter of the model [2,3].
We will propose a new approach for local orientation detection which is based on
the well-known solution of the principal axis problem of rigid bodies in mechanics , but
applied in the Fourier domain [5, 6,10). In Section 1, we will define linear symmetry
and descrihe the method for an n-dimensional Euclidean space. In Section 2 we will
apply the results for 2-dimensional images and in Section 3 the experiments and results
for the 2-D case will be presented. We prediet that thc experimental results of this
approach for the 3-D case should be simllar to those for 2-D. Since lines and edges are
linear symmctric structures, this method can be used for detection of these structures
by means of the certainty parameters introduced in Section 2, as weIl as orientation
estimation in applications.

2

Orientation detection in n-dimensional euclidean
space.

Let En be the Euclidean space with dimension n.
Definition 2 We will eall a non-negatilJe and bounded /unetion f with real or eomplex values defined on En an image, and the lJalues 0/ / the gray values 0/ the image.
Further we will eall an image Jinear/y symmetric if the isogray values eonstitute parallel
hyperplanes 0/ dimension n - l. That is If the image f can be expressed by a funetion
g dejined on El for some v«tor k E E. as f(f) = g(k "f) for all f E E."
Theorem 1 A linear symmetrie image has a Fourier transform eoncentrated to a line
through the origin:

kOl U1, .. Un - 1 are orthonormal, and 6 is the dirac distribution.

Proof: Decompose En in El and E n- 1

for all

rE

En I 50 that kOl Ul, U2 ... U.n-l are orthonormal.

1.(I(k'f)) =

i:"""i:

exp (- J211"(SIu.l l Ul

f(t) exp(- J2"18'k o) x

+ stu2U2 ...sIUn_lUn_I))dtdul ... dU n -l

then the desired result follows immecliately.
To detect linearly syrnmetric objects is conscquently the same as to check the existenee of energy concentratian to a line in the Fourier domain. This theorem further
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states that the function f(k~rL whieh is in general a "spread" funetion , is eompressed
to a line. This is a property whieh supports the idea of ehecking the linear symmetry in
the Fourier domain rather than in the spatial domain. But the Fourier transformation
of every loeal neighbourhood is very eumbersome. We will show that the fitting of a
straight line through the origin in the Fourier domain of an image with the least square
error is possible to aeeomplish in the spatial domain. If we define the infinitesimal
energy of the Fourier transform, 1/(r)]2dEnl as the mass distribution, then we have the
variance (or the inertia) with respect to the axis tk o

vi = J.

",E.

(1)

d'(r,ko)dm(r)

for the Fourier transform of the image, f. Here d(r, ko) is a real valued funetion which
gives the Euelidean distance between the point r and a candidate axis, defined by the
axis tk o, where II ko II = l. The problem is to flnd sueh an axis minimizing

vr

min

Vi =

min /, d'(r,kollf(r)I'dE n
E.

(2)

where dEn is dXldxl ... dX n when r = XI,XI + X2 ... XnXn for all r E En' The distanee
function is given by the usual Euclidean distance:

d'(r, ko)

where

(r - (r'ko)ko)'(r - (r'ko)k o)
k'(Ir'r _ Tf')k'

likoII' = k~ko = 1 is assumed.

is obtained with:
J=

In eombination with (1)

(3)

(-:21,,,

-J12

-Jn1

-Jn2

where
1;; =

J"

{","-,
JE.
L.: x;I/(r)1 dEn

(4)

Jr'

for diagonal elements and
J i; = /, xix;lf(rJl'dEn

(5)

E.

for off-diagonal elements exeept for a sign change. The minimization problem formula ted
in (2) is solved by ko eorresponding to the least eigenvalue of the inertia matrix J of the
Fourier domain, 14]. All eigenvaiues are real and the smallest eigenvalue eorresponds to
this minimum. This matrix eontains sufficient information to allow eomputation of the
optimal ko in the sense given by (2)
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Lemma l The inertia matrix of the energy of the Fourier domain is possible to compute
in the spatial domain by the following relation:

Ju =

"j,

1
-4
,L..
1r

#i

En

öJ, dEn

(6)

(ö----'-)
Xi

for the diagonal elements and

(7)

xi

for off-diagonal elements. Here
is the spatial doma;n coord;nate corresponding to the
Fourier doma;n coordinate Xj and dEn = dx~ dx~ ... dx~
Proof of the lemma is immediate by applying the Parsevai relation and the fact that
a differentiation in the spatial domain corresponds to multiplication by the respective
coordinate in the Fourier domain, (4) and (5).
Using the previous lemma we have the tools to lind an optimal orientation of any
image f. The obtained orientatioll will be unique if all the eigenvalues differ from
the least eigenvalue. Moreover the variance given by (1) would be exactly zero if and
only if f is a linear symmetric image. When the multiplicity of the least eigenvalue
is larger than I, there is no unique axis tk o, by which the image can be describcd as
g(kbf) for some one-dimensional function g. Instead, the energy in the Fourier domain
is distributed in such away that there are plenty of such axes which give the least
square error. More exactly these axes are any axes given by a linear combination of the
eigenvector space belonging to the least eigenvalue. Here it should be observed that the
dimension of this space is equai to the multiplicity of the eigenvalue it corresponds to
(the least one). This is duc to the fact that J is positive semi-definite and symmetric
by definition, (IL (3L and (5). In other words, there is no unique and optimal axis
passing through the origin but an optimal and unique hyperplane passing through it
in the Fourier domain when the multiplicity of the least eigenvalue is greater than one.
Ilow shall we interpret the case when the least two eigenvalues of the inertia matrix J
are equal? If they are equal and vanish?
Since the matrix J is symmetric and positive semi-definite, it can be diagonalized
by a simiIari ty transformation to J'

J' = P'JP
'This corresponds to a rotation of the coordinate axes (both in the Fourier and the
spatial domain). Let the coordinate axes of the spatial domain after rotation be Ul,
U2 ... Un . Then by using lemma 1) and
= I = AO we obtain

Joo J:

(!!.L)'dE n
j,En (!!.L)'dEn=j,
BuO
En BUl

(8)

'Ve will call such images perfectly balanced images with respect to Uo and Ul coordinate
axes due to a similar definition in mechanics when AO = Al, ,.yhen
=
1 = O we

Joo J:
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obtain through lemma 1)

L:!.
L:!.

f

(å )'dEn = O

i1'-O

E,.

i#1

En

au,
f

(å )'dEn =

o

aUj

Since all elements in the sums above are positive we have

for all allowed il which in turn leads to the fact that

for all allowed i. But this is the same as saying that
eigenvalue is zero then we have
åf = O

f is a constant image.

If ooly one

BUj

for all i except the one corresponding to the zero eigenvalue. That is, it is constant in
the directions perpendicular to the axis helonging to the least eigenvaiue. Thus when
tWQ eigenvalues of the matrix J are zero, so are all the others, and by this we have
established the foliowing lemma.

Lemma 2 Ilone o/ the eigenvalues o/ the inertia matrix J o/ the Fourier trans/orm o/
the image f l has valut zera then this eigenvalue has multipiicity o/ either 1 or n. It is
equal to 1 if and only If we haue a linearly symmetric image, and equal to n IJ and orl/Y
if we haue a constant image.

To iIlustrate the concept of perfectly balanced images we have such a Fourier domain
and its corresponding spatial domain in 2-D, Figure 1 a). It can} for this image} be
shown that any axis through the origin in the Fourier domain will give the same least
square error:

L• m jd (rj, k) = 2a m
2

2

2

j=l

This is a perfectly balanced image. Thus the 2-D inertia matrix J of this case has one
eigenvalue 2a 2 m 2 of multiplicity 2. The spatial domain corresponding to this Fourier
domain consists of two planar waves (sinusoids) in the directions of the coordinate axes.
Interpreting Figure 1 a) in 3 dimensions would give a hyperplane as in Figure 1 b). In
the 3-D spatial domain this corresponds to an image as the one in Figure 1 a) l in every
2-D plane perpendicular to the axis defined by the vector} :1: 3 . In Figure 1 a) we obtain
both eigenvalues equal, namely 2m 2 a 2 } while in the 3-D case} Figure 1 b), we obtain
eigenvalues 2m 2 a 2 } 2m 2a 2 and 4m 2 a 2 • Thus we can say that the image is perfectly
balanced with respect to any axis perpendicular to I3. One is temp ted to infer that
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Figure 1: a) and b) illustra te perfectly balanced images in the Fourier domain for 2-D
and 3-D respectively. m is energy. A spatial domain image corresponding to bot h a)
and b) is given hy: A sin(21raul) + A sin(21fau2). where A is a constant and Ul and U2
are spatial domain coordinates corresponding to Xl and X2. It should be observed that
the spatial domain image is eons tant for all U3'
the image should have its iso-gray values as parallellines, when the least eigenvalue has
multiplicity 2 for the 3-D case. However, this is not always true. A counter-example
is when we have equal masses (energies) at the Fourier sites: (±l,±l,O), (O,O,±!).
The eigenvaiues are proportional to ~, ~, 4, but this corresponds for instance to three
sinusoids in the spatial domain:

Asin(ul)

+ Asin(u,) + ASin(~u,)

where Ull U7, U3 are coordinates in the three orthogonal spatial domains corresponding
to the Fourier eoordinates, and A is some eonstant.

3

2-D implementation of finrling the minimum variance axis

To test the theory above we have implemented two algorithms evaluating local orientation of the 2-D images. Both of the algorithms rely on finding the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the inertia matrix of the Fourier domain. The direction measurements
for both of them are the same and based on the eigenvector(s) of the least eigenvalue.
They differ on the certainty of the direction estimation. What has been referred to
as image in the theory above, becomes a local neighbourhood of the total image in the
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follO\ving discussion. To represent this loeal image at the point Tj we multiply the larger
image [(T), by a window function w(T, Tj):

hj(T) = [(T)w(T, Tj).

(9)

For simplicity we ehoose w a gaussian:
4

w(T,Tj) = exp ( - ;pliT -

Tjii')

(10)

w

with II . II being the Euclidean norm: 111'11' = f tf and dw being a constant controlling
the 'diameter' of the loeal neighbourhood. The algorithm fits a least square error axis
in the Fourier domain of the loeal image h; eorresponding to the least eigenvalues of
the inertia rnatrix of the Fourier domain, J. The eomputation is pursued in the spatial
domain by means of equations (4) and (5). The axis found, tk o is possible to represent
by ko. Sinee this is an axis, -ko is an equivalent representation as weil. For this reason
the orientation of an axis tk o ean be defined as 2~0, if ~o is the direction angle of
ko = kzxJ + k1lX2:

(11)
Consequently both -I< and I< will be mapped to the same ang!e, through 2</>0, Il can
easily be shown that the eigenvalues of J for the 2-D ease, eorresponding to hl' are:
AO,1

=

~(J" + Ju ± V(J" - Ju)' + 4Jl,)

(12)

The eigenvector eorresponding to the least eigenvalue ean be found to be ko = kzXl +kllX2
satisfying:
(Ju - Ao)k. - J 12 k, = O
(13)
with the Euclidean norm of unity. Thus the orientatioIl beeomes:
(14)
By using 1 (12), (13), and (14)

is obtained. Define the eomplex variable z as:

(15)
thus
24>0 = arg z

The eertainty in this approximation of the loeal orientation depends on the behaviour of
the eigenvalues ÅQ and ÅI I aeeording to the diseussion in the previous section. A linear
syrrunetry of the neighbourhood is probable if ÅO is small relative to Ål, An 'ideal' linear
Ieee Appendix B at the end of this chapter
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symmetry occurs when .\0 = O and .\1 »0. A certainty measure, G/ ll incorporating
these properties is

e/l = (Ål

Ju)' + 4Ji'I' = ( Izl
)'
(16)
J" + Ju
J" + Ju
Here c is a positive constant, the purpose of which is to controi the dynamic range of
the certainty. O/l is defined to be O when J 22 + Ja = O. According to the previous
section we then have a eons tant image and there is not a unique orientation for such
images. It attains the maximum value 1 if and only if .\0 = O, because both >'0 and )11
are non-negative. 0/1 decreases when the difference between the eigenvalues decreases.
This property effectively tests whether the multiplicity of .\0 is 2, in which case there is
not a unique orientation minimizing the variance.
An alternative certainty measure is:
Ål

- ÅO)'

+ ÅO

= [../(1" -

(17)
In this measure we do not get a unique certainty value when .\0 = O. Rather the
confidence varies due to the largest eigenvalue when this happens. A consequence of this
is that when the neighbourhood is linear symmetric with small energy, it is considered as
less reliable even though the orientation measurement is correet. This is justified when
it is desired that the certainty decreases continuously as the image becomes constant.
Both of these certainty measures are considered.
Thus the task is reduced to express either of the certainty parameters e/l or On and
the orientation estimatian 24>0' The evaluatians of these are governed by the equations
(17), (16) and (15), which in tum rely on the efficient computation of the elements
of the inertia matrix. Computation of these parameters for every neighbourhood in a
discrete image is accomplished as fo11ows.
Consider a discrete representation of the 2-D, handlimited image f(r). The continliOliS image can be reconstructed from its discrete samples, Ii by

j(r) =

L.: /;I'(r -

(18)

ri)

where .u(r) is an analytic function governing the behaviour of the continuous function
between the discrete values. We will call it the interpixel function. J.L can be assurned
to be known since it is theoretically the inverse Fourier transform of a function whith
is 1 at the pass band of the considered image and Oat the outside. For its concentration
in both Fourier and spatial domains we choose .u as a gaussian as weil:

I'(r) = exp ( -

4

,lIrii')
d

(19)

p

even though it is not an ideal interpixel function, since it is not strictly bandlimited.
Under these conditions an approximation to Ju yields:
_l_J. (8h j )'dE, = _1_L: (8 j (r i )), X

JI,

47r 2

E2

8X2

411"2

4

J.E, exp ( - d~ lir + rj
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i

8X2

4

-

rill' - d~llrll' )dEn

(20)

Here (;!;)'l is reconstructed from its samples

(21)
since it is bandlimited as weil when f is. This requires that we have a version of ~.'
"
oversampled by at least a factor 2 in every dimension. This is due to the fact that
squaring a bandlimited function doubles its passband in every dimension. This is an
effect which can be removed easily by resarnpling, if necessary. Jfl corresponding to
a neighbourhood, characterized by the coordinate vector Tj and a window function of
"diameter" d w , is then computed as

(22)
where

m: is given by (20)
m~,

(23)
(22) is nothing but a convolution of the discrete version of the (§!;)'l by a gaussian.
Since the gaussian decreases rapid ly outside of a circlc with the radius Jd~ + d~, we
can truncate it when it is sufficient1y small. In our experiments this is done when it has
decreased to about 1% of its maximum. Similarly Jfll Jl'l and Jl'l can be approximatcd
by averaging the discrete images:

(24)
Thus z for the point

Tj

becomes:

(25)
where Ui is the complex valued image obtained by taking the square of the gradient of
the image, interpreted as a complex number instead of a real vector:

(26)
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Similarly

(27)
is obtained. Thus ealling the diserete image delined by (26) as u and the filter defined
by (23) as m we have:

2,p.
Cf!

arg(u> m)
fu > mi'
(lul> m)'
l

C"

-,/u>ml
4"

(28)

where the symbol> represents the usual eonvolution operation. Here arg(.), I . I and
(o)e operations are assumed to be applied pointwise to their arguments and thus 24>0,
C Il and en become images representing loeal orientation and certainties. The first
algorithm is to evaluate 2<po and e/l and the second algorithm to evaluate 24>0 and Gn.
The discrete partiai derivatives necessary for the evaluation of u can be produced
by convolution with various filters. For the sake of completeness we just mention the
technique used before: Expansion of the image in its interpixei functions and application
of the derivative operation.

(29)
As before this gives tiS a filter which decreases rapidly outside of a small region
elose to the examined point Tj. The evaluation of (29) and (28) is easily computed on
hardware with support for convolution. In the experiments below a GOP-300 computer
has been used.

4

Experimental results

In the experiments, the implementation proposed in the previous section has been tested
for detection of the linear symmetric neighbourhoods. This is carried out in two steps:
1) Evaluate apartial derivative pieture. In reality the complex variable Uj of the
neighbourhood at the point Tj,

al(ri)

al(ri)

ax!

aX2

--+)-is computed by using (29) and then this complex number is squared.
2) Estimate loeal orientation, 24>0, and the eertainty of this estimation, either of eli
or C/' aceording to (28) based on the image obtained in step l).
Figure 2 shows an image eontaining all possible directions for sine waves with exponentially inereasing frequency in the radial direction of the circles. Gaussian uncorrelated white noise is added to the right half of the image with the proportion 1:3 that
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Figure 2: The test image used in the experiments. The straight line is the line along
which the profiles of resuIts are presented at the proceeding figures.
is O.25/i + O.75Y;- where Ii is the image intensity and Y, is the stochastic variable with
the distribution of N(O,32). In the experiments this proportion is varied and the loeal
orientation is examined for different sizes of filters in the two steps mentioned before.
In general it could be observed that the filter size of the first step affccts the aecuracy
of the orientation detection more than the size of the neighbourhood given by the gaussian, (23), in the second step. This is not surprising, because the probability that the
energy at a high frequency is erroneous is higher than the same probability for a low
frequency. The reason is that most of the natural errors are composed of high frequenties like aliasing error, discretization error, measurement error, etc. A squaring of the
gradient image causes these errors to propagate to lower parts of the loeal frequency
spectrum.This makes it difficult to remove the noise hy inereasing the filter size, Le.
low pass filtering. Figure 3 shows the orientation estimation of the profile of the test
image cut along the line passing through the origin of the circles shown in Figure 2. The
profiles at the lert part of the test circles demonstrate these phenomena. Both profiles
should have constant levets, since the orientation of the profile is constant. The shown
two profiles are due to two different filter configurations of two estimations. Profile 1
is due to a 9 x 9 filter in the first and a 15 x 15 gaussian averaging filter in the second
step. The second profile shows the result of a 5 x 5 gaussian derivative filter at the
first step and 21 x 21 at the second step. 1t can be observed that in the latter filter
configuration the effect of the noise is removed at low and medium frequencies white at
high frequencies the orientation estimate is not as good as at the lower frequencies.
Controi of the certainty in the presence of noise without disturbing the certainty in
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Figure 3: Orientation estimation with two different filter eonfigurations. Graph l illustrates 9 x 9 and 15 x 15 eonfiguration at the two steps of the algorithm, white 2 is due
to 5 x ·S and 21 x 21 eonfiguration.
the less noisy parts is a desirable feature for many applications. Profiles in Figure 4
show the certainty measures G /1 and 0/2 of the estimation given by profile l in Figure
3. Profiles 1 and 3 correspond to Ojl with c=6 and c=l respectively. en is given by
profile l. Since this measure is not a relative measure like G/il it has a high dcgree
of frequency dependenee. It is eonsiderably more 'susped' outside of the pass band,
compared to the one given by profiles l and 3. A natural consequence of this is that
the fluctuations in the noisy part of the image are small with a low level certainty. The
frcqueney sensitivity band of the eertainty parameter 0/2 is due to the derivation in the
first step, and averaging in the second step. In the Fourier domain this corresponds to a
multiplication of an increasing and a decreasing function at low frequencies. The center
frcqueney can thus be varicd by varying the scale of the filters at the two steps, Figure
5. This ccrtainty measure can be used when it is desirable to controi the orientation
mcasurements for the neighbourhoods with a priori known frequcncies.

5

Conc1usion

It is experimentally verified that the problem of orientation detcction within a loeal
neighbourhood is possible to solve in the Fourier domain for the 2-D case. The problem
for the 3-D case is possible to solve in a simiiar way. The first sedion is suffieicntly
general to hand le the 3-D problem, white Section 2 uses some fundamental properties of
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Figure 4: Certainty measures for the profile 1 in Figure 3 Graphs 1 and 3 are due to
G/l with c = 6 and c = 1 respectively, while 2 corresponds to G/ 2 •

Figure 5: Frequency dependence of G/ 2 • Graph 1 corresponds to 15 x 15 and 21 x 21
configuration at the two steps of the algorithm. 2 corresponds to 5 x 5 and 19 x 19
configuration.
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the 2-D case and its relation to the complex z-plane to accomplish the representation
of orientation and the certainty of the estimation. The proposed certainties Ofl and Of2
and the orientation 24>0 are shown to be computable by averaging the complex valued
image u which is the square of the gradient represented in the complex form. For the
first algorithm producing Ofl and 24>0, 5 real convolutions are required, while in the
seeond algorithm producing Of2 and 24>0 4 real convolutions are required. In both cases
the algorithms can, under the condition that f is bandlimited, be summarized in the
compact forms: :.:\~:~I: and m * ('\7 * 1)2 with '\7 being the complex gradient filter
given by D"'l + JD",.. and m the averaging filter. The resulting complex image can be
seen and interpreted directly on a colour TV monitor, if the magnitude of the image
corresponding to the certainty controls the intensity, and the argument corresponding
to the orientation controls the colour [7].
One of the reasons for first evaluating a 2-D implementation, apart from it having
less data compared to 3-D, is the difficulty of displaying the orientation of 3-D images
together with the certainties of the given orientation estimation. The experimental
work indicates clearly that, for higher dimensions, it is possible to evaluate the local
orientation accurately together with its certainty with controllable behaviour when noise
is present. The first section shows that even though there is no obvious linear symmetry
in the neighbourhood considered, the estimation found is optimal in the least squares
sense.
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A

Overall results

Here we will present the pictures unclerlying the experimental results of the 2-D implementation in this chapter. The results presented earIier correspond to certainty and
orientation estimations along a line and consequently of a one-dirnensional nature. The
purpose of this appendix is to present the overall results. Figure 6 is included for reference. It represents the true orientation of Figure 2. It is coded in the same same way
as the figures belaw. In calouT images every pixei is a complex valued number. The
magnitude of the complex number is coded as brightness of the pixel and the argument
of the number is cocled as its hue. The certainty estimates of Figures 8, 9 and 10 are
given a elose look along a line by Figure 4. It is ciearly seen that the filter responses
illustrated in Figure 4 are independent of the inciination angle of the chosen profile
line. The orientation estimates of Figures 9 and 12 correspond to Figure 3. The accuracy of the orientation estimate at higher frequencies is thereby demonstrated to be
dependent on the filter choice. Some care, in the form of resampling or interpolation,
should be taken when performing partia! derivations. Similarly Figure 14 and Figure 15
correspond to Figure 5 and illustrate that it is possible to tune the algorithm to certain
frequency bands. Finally the results of the algorithms on a realistic image is given.
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Figure 6: Local orientation of the original image, which serves as a reference image for
the following colour pictures. The certainty, which is coded as brightness as before, is
set to maximum value in the bright area.

Figure 7: This image illustrates u = Z2 = (~~ + J~~)2. The brightness represents I Z2 1
and the hue represents arg(71). It is obtained by a pair of 9x9 filters based on Figure 2.
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Figure 8: Local orientation estimation. The brightness represents ~:~~~ and the hue
represents the orientation of the estimated linear symmetry, which is given by twice the
inc1ination angle of a line or an edge. It is obtained by filtering Figure 7 with a 15x15
filter.

Figure 9: Same as Figure 8 but (~:~~~)6. This suppresses noise without disturbing the
pure linear symmetric neighbourhoods.
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Figure 10: The image illustrates the energy dependent existence of linear symmetry, that
is, the brightness represents Al - AO and the hue represents the estimated orientation of
linear symmetry.

Figure 11: The image illustrates (~~

+ J~~)2.
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It is obtained using a pair of SxS filters.

Figure 12: Indication of linear symmetry, with brightness representing ~: ~~~. It
obtained by filtering Figure 11 with a 21x21 filter.

IS

Figure 13: The image illustrates (~+ J *)2. It is obtained using a pair of 15x15 filters.
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Figure 14: Indication of linear symmetry, with the brightness '\1 - '\0 and the hue
indicating orientation. It is obtained by fiItering Figure 13 with a 21x21 filter.

Figure 15: Indication of linear symmetry, with the brightness '\1 - .Ao and the hue
indicating orientation. It is obtained by filtering Figure 11 with a 19x19 filter. Observe
the change of frequency band sensitivity by comparing this figure with Figure 14. A
comparison along a line is given in Figure 5.
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B

The relation between the eigenvectors and the
complex z plane.

Here we will show that the orientation angle of a line represented by an eigenvector is
reduced to the simple form given by:

(30)
This relation shows that the eigenvectors of the inertia matrix in the 2-D case are related
to the average of the complex number (~+ i:~)2.
Putting
and

Ju - Ao
Ju -

~(Jn + Ju -

~(Jn -

Ju

J(Jn - J u )2 + 4J12)

+ J(J22 -

J u )2

+ 4J[2) ~

O

(31)

provides us the eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvalue. Using double angle
formulas for sine and cosine functions, equation (14) implies:

(32)
Utilizing (31)

k; - k~

J[2 - (Ju - Ao)2
J[2 -

+

~[(Ju - J n )2 + (J22 -

2(Ju - Jn)J(Jn - J u )2

-~(Ju
2

- Jn)(Jn - Ju

~

+ 4J[2 +

+ 4J{21

+ J(J22 -

is obtained. Thus

is obtained since k y

J u )2

O.
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J u )2

+ 4J[2) = (J22 - Ju)k y

Chapter IV
PATTERN RECOGNITION BY
DETECTION OF LOCAL
SYMMETRIES

The philosopher who frequently meets with
the divine and harmony will, as far as it
is possible for man, himself become divin e
and harmonious. But, like everybody e1se,
he will be exposed to slander.
Plato
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Abstract
The symmetries in a neighbourhood of a gray value image are modelled by
conjugate harmonic function pairs. These are shown to be a suitable curve linear
coordinate pair, in which the model represents a neighbourhood. In this representation the image parts, which are symmetric with respect to the chosen function
pair, have iso-gray value curves which are simple lines or parallelline patterns. The
detection is modelled in the special Fourier domain corresponding to the new variables by minimizing an error function. It is shown that the minimization process
or detection of these patterns can be carried out for the whole image entirely in
the spatial domain by convolutions. What will be defined as the partiai derivative
image is the image which takes part in the convolution. The convolution kernel
is complex valued, as are the partiai derivative image and the result. The magnitudes of the result are shown to correspond to a well defined certainty measure,
while the orientation is the least square estimate of an orientation in the Fourier
transform corresponding to the harmonic coordinates. Applications to four symmetries are given. These are circular, linear, hyperbolic and parabolic symmetries.
Experimental results are presented.

1

Introduction

Describing events in neighbourhoods of a gray value image is an increasing need in
Computer Vision. The most extensively studied event is the existence of lines and
edges. Also circular patterns have been subject to investigation [9], [5], [2], [3]. The
generalized Hough transform, [6], is general and accurate enough to find arbitrary curves
with the drawback of being computational1y demanding. In the fol1owing we will give
a method for detection of a large class of symmetries in a gray value neighbourhood
which is a generalization of the work done in [3]' [2] for circular symmetry.
tpROCEEDINGS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION IN PRACTICE III, Amsterdam, May 18-20, 1988;
Elsevier Science Publishers.
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By a neighbourhood of a point will be understood the image multiplied by a window
function placed at the point. For its behaviour to be satisfactory in practical situations
we will assume this window function to be a gaussian with a sufficiently large standard
deviation instead of a sharp window. But the method is not restricted to this choice.
In Section 2, a definition of symmetry will be given by means of a pair of conjugate
harmonic functions in which the neighbourhood coordinates are represented. After this
representation, the neighbourhoods with iso-gray value curves associated with a linear
combination of these chosen coordinates constitute the family of neighbourhoods for
which the detection is developed.
The detection is based on minimization of an error function in the Fourier domain,
but computed entirely in the spatial domain. In Section 3, this minimization process is
shown to be a convolution of the complex valued partiai derivative image with a complex
valued filter. The result delivers an angle corresponding to a subclass of neighbourhoods
within the family of the neighbourhoods the a priori chosen function pair can handle.
By changing this angle, all patterns in the symmetry model can be reached which is
in analogy of a class of lines and edges with the same orientation. All lines and edges
are covered by changing the orientation of the latter class. In fact, in Section 4 it is
shown that lines and edges can be modelled in this general framework just as any other
symmetry.
Besides the orientation of the found symmetry, the minimization process delivers
a certainty defined by the minimum and maximum error. The higher the significance
of the found symmetry orientation for the neighbourhood, the higher this certainty
becomes. Also a non-energy dependent certainty measure is derived, which is useful for
pictures with different light conditions in different parts of the picture. In Section 4
applications and experimental results are given.
Four symmetry models are covered by using the general methodology given in Sections 3 and 4. These are circular, linear, hyperbolic and parabolic symmetries. The
conjugate harmonic function pairs are easily established by observing that all analytic
functions' real and imaginary parts are such pairs. The analytic functions connected
with the symmetries mentioned are the elementary functions: log z, Z, Z2 and ,[Z.

2

Modeling the loeal neighbourhoods by harrnonie
funetions

Let u(x, y) be a harmonie function defined in the neighbourhood, that is, it is continuous
together with its partiai derivatives of the first two orders and satisfies the Laplace '8
equation:
8 2u 8 2u
bu = 8x 2 + 8 2 = O.
(1)
y

Due to the linear character of Laplace's equation, the linear combinations of the harmonic functions are also harmonic. If two harmonic functions u and v satisfy the
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Cauehy-Riemann equations:

au
ax

av

au

ay'

ay

av
ax

(2)

then v is said to be the eonjugate harmonie function of u. The imaginary part of any
analytic function is the conjugate harmonic function of the real part. In general v does
not need to be a single valued function even if u is. Here we will assume both u and v
to be single valued. By definition, (2), a curve pair defined by:
u(x, y)
TJ

v(x, y)

(3)
(4)

are orthogonal to each other at their intersection points for any constants t and TJ.
For non trivial u(x,y) and v(x,y), (3-4) define a coordinate transformation which is
reversible almost everywhere.
Consider a neighbourhood around a point in a gray value image. Let this neighbourhood be represented by the real function fl(X,y) which attains positive real values.
For simplicity we will assume that the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system in
which the neighbourhood is represented as being the considered point. Let T = (t,TJ)t
be defined through (3-4). The representation of the neighbourhood is then possible in
these coordinates and yields fd x, y) = h (t, TJ).
Definition l The loeal neighbourhood f(x, y) represented in its loeal Cartesian eoordinates, is said to be symmetrie with respeet to the coordinates (t, TJ) t If there exists a one
dimensional funetion g so that f(x,y) = g(at + bTJ) for some real eonstants, a and b.
Here (t,TJ)t = (u(x,y),v(x,y))t and v is the harmonie eonjugate function of u.
This definition suggests that the iso-gray value curves of a neighbourhood, which is
symmetric with respect to a coordinate pair (t,TJ)t, are parallellines in this coordinate
system. In the following we will develop a method to select all neighbourhoods of
an image, which are symmetric with respect to an a priori chosen local coordinate
transformation given by the harmonic pair (t, TJ)t = (u(x, y), v(x, y))t. It may be thought
that every neighbourhood is first represented in its local Cartesian coordinates and
then represented in the transformed coordinate system which in tum tested whether
its iso-gray value curves are paraIlei lines. Of course we will not suggest doing all
these time-consuming transformations in practice but rather their equivalents which
are computationally easy to evaluate. In general a neighbourhood is not symmetric
with respect to an a priori coordinate transformation. But when it is symmetric, we
will observe that the energy of the neighbourhood is concentrated to a line through
the origin in its Fourier transform domain corresponding to the new coordinates. Our
approach will be to check whether there exists a line concentration in the local Fourier
domain obtained by means of the new coordinates. But before doing this, we should
specify what we mean by this special Fourier transformation and a line concentration
in it.
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Let the loeal image be represented by
formation is defined as:

f (E, TJ),

then the eorresponding Fourier trans-

(5)
Here we assumed that E and TJ have the range [-00,00]. For eases where either of
the variables have a finite range, f is put to zero outside its value set. Then the
eorresponding transform variable ( w or ~ ) eonstitutes a numerable periodie diserete
set (Fourier series expansion in that variable). In the following, all integrations in the
spatial domain should be interpreted in this sense. The inverse transform is obtained
through:

(6)
where one of the integrations is changed to a summation over a discrete periodie set if
E or TJ has finite range. In the following, all integrations in the Fourier domain should
be interpreted in this sense.

Theorem 2 A symmetric neighbourhood with respeet to the coordinates (E, TJ) t, that is
f (aE + bTJ), has a Fourier trans/orm, in these coordinates, which is concentrated to a
line through the origin:
(J1)(w,~) =

1
-e5(bw
- a~)
211"

Joo f(t)exp(-it(aw +

b~))dt

(7)

-00

where e5 is the dirac distribution, and the symmetry direetion vector, (a, b) t, has the
modulus o/ unity:
(8)
Va 2 +b 2 =1.
The proof of the theorem is straight forward and will be omitted here, [l]. As already mentioned, the initial position for determining the symmetry is the corresponding
Fourier domain. Any neighbourhood in the image will then have a Fourier transform
whieh is not neeessarily eoneentrated to a line through the origin. We will fit the best
line to the eorresponding Fourier domain in the least square sense. If there exists a
symmetry aecording to an a priori model then the error will be low. The great er the
size of the minimum error, the more degradation from this symmetry will be observed.
To any neighbourhood, a line through the origin of its Fourier transform, or rat her its
orientation, will be given together with the minimum error expressing the signifieanee
of the found symmetry. The degradation of F(w,~) from a line tk o = t· (eos B, sin B)t
with t E R, or the error in the least square estimation, will be given by:

(9)
Here d2 (k, ko) is the squared Euclidean di~tance between the veetor k = (w, ~)t and
ko = (cosB,sinB)t, of whieh the former symbolizes the transposed eoordinate veetor
in the special Fourier domain, Figure 1. Without proof, [2], we mention the following
theorem.
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k

ko
Figure 1: The figure illustrates the Euclidean distance in the special Fourier domain,

d(k, ko), between the coordinate point k and the axis denoted by ko.
Theorem 3 The double angle minimizing E(O), e.g. 20 min is given by the formula:

(10)
where

d

l:l:
l:l:

Pd

1:1:~wIF(w,~)12dwd~.

w~

w2IF(w,~)12dwd~

~2IF(w,~)12 dwd~

The error corresponding to the line given by Omin is obtained through

(11)
Moreover, the line corresponding to the angle maximizing the error E(O), is orthogonal
to the line minimizing the error. The maximum error is given by:

E(Omax)

= ~[w~ + ~J + J(w~ - dF + 4p~1·

(12)

Since we know that the least square error line passes through the origin, it is possible
to specify it by a single real variable. We will choose the label 20 for a line given by
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t . (eos O, sin O) t. Labelling a line by the angle of 20 instead of O is more suitable since 20
maps O and 0+ 11" to the same angle. This is a desirable property, since we do not want
to elaim that we have found two different lines when we obtain two angles differing by
11".

The least square error E(Omin) is a positive number which we really cannot interpret
if it is not related to another quantity, since we should know what is a large error and
what is a small one. One way to do that, is to consider the quantity:

(13)
which can be used as a certainty measure for the found symmetry. This is simply a
quantity which measures how much better a best fitted line is compared to the worst
line. It is non-negative and is large for neighbourhoods possessing the symmetry under
consideration and it decreases smoothly for the neighbourhoods degrading from this
type of symmetry. This definition allows us to consolidate the obtained orientation and
the corresponding symmetry to a complex number Zl, [8J:
Zl

= w~

- n~

+ i2pd = Gfl exp (i20 min ).

(14)

Another way to interpret E(Omin) is to use

_ E(Omaz) - E(Omin)
G/2 E(Omaz) + E(Omin)

(15)

as a certainty measure. Unlike G/b it is not energy dependent and Gf2 = 1 if and only
if E(Omin) = O which is the condition for a truly symmetric neighbourhood. Moreover
it varies between O and 1. The eloser this measure is to 1 the more significant the
found symmetry is. If desired, Gf2 and 20 min can be consolidated to a complex number
Z2 = Gn exp iZO as before.
If the two symmetry models specified by the local coordinate transformations

(16)
are given, then can we relate the two certainty measures obtained for a neighbourhood?
That is can we say that one symmetry model describes the neighbourhood better than
the other when the certainty for one of them is higher? Since equality occurs for
G f2 s:: 1 only when we have a truly symmetric neighbourhood and the right hand
side is independent of the chosen transformations describing the symmetries, the two
certainties of type G f2 can be related to each other. The following theorem will help us
to answer the question when the certainties are of Gfl type.

Theorem 4 (Energy Conservation) The sum of the maximum and the minimum
error is independent of the coordinate system chosen for symmetry investigation of a
given neighbourhood f:
(17)

(18)
(19)
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The Fourier trans/orm o/ / in the new coordinates is F as be/ore.
Proof:The first equality is obtained by theorem 3 the second is provided by the Parsevai
relation. To prove the third relation we utilize the chain rule:

and then utilize the fact that the Jacobian

is given by

a(e'TJ)_(~;
axay -

~~)

-~

~

ay ax
since
= u(x,y) and 7J = v(x,y) constitute a harmonic pair fulfilling the CauchyRiemann equations (2), almost everywhere. Remembering the relation

e

1

a€)2
( ax
we obtain

a/
ae

+ (~)2
ay

a/ae

1

(a€
ax

~

ay

a/ae

(~;)2+(~~)2(axax - ayay)'

Similarly

is obtained. Thus

together with the variable substitution according to (3) and (4) coneludes the proof.
It follows from the theorem even the certainties of type C fl , can be related to each
other since

(20)
and the right hand of the inequality is independent of the choice of the transformation
for description of symmetry. Equality occurs only when the neighbourhood is truly
symmetric with respect to the chosen coordinates. The eloser Cfl is to this common
upper bound, the better the chosen transformation describes the underiying symmetry.
The certainties and the orientation above are evaluated in the Fourier domain corresponding to the a priori chosen coordinate transformation. By using the Parsevai
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relation it is possible to transfer these evaluations to the spatial domain:
(21)
(22)
(23)

Pd

3

Deteetion of loeal symmetries

In the previous section we have presented a model by which we could test the symmetry
with respect to a fixed coordinate system in the entire image. Although (21-23) presents
a way to evaluate the quantities necessary for the symmetry test of a neighbourhood
in the spatial domain, it is still cumbersome to evaluate these integrals for every neighbourhood. The chain rule applied to these formulas along with the Cauchy-Riemann
equations, (2), establishes:
Zl

=

(af
.a f )2
[.
(a~ .a~)ld d
1-0000 100
-00 -ax + t-ay exp -t2arg -ax + t-ay x y.

(24)

By this result, Zl the unit incorporating the certainty and the found symmetry
orientation, is ready for aproximation by discrete image data. Assume that f is a
bandlimited function, that is, its Fourier transform in the Cartesian coordinates is such
that it vanishes outside a bounded region. Then it is possible to reconstruct f from its
discrete samples. The same is true for f's partiai derivatives with respect to x and Y,
the functions obtained by f's products and sums with other bandlimited functions, etc.
Assume that the local neighbourhood is such a bandlimited function. Then for
sufficient dense discretization

is evaluated from the samples fxj and fyj. The latter are the values of the functions
~~ and ~~ at the discrete image position rj. The image given by (Jxj + ifyj)2 will be
referred to as the partial derivative image. The analytic function JLj will be called the
interpixel function since it is the function which makes it possible to evaluate valnes
between the image pixels. It is the function obtained by inverse Fourier transforming
a region function which is 1 inside of a region and O outside of it. The region itself is
the region in which the Fourier transform of the bandlimited function (~~ + i~~)2 does
not vanish. Even if a gaussian is not an ideal inter pixel function in the strict sense it
is proposed to utilize as JLj to obtain reasonable filter sizes.
Consider (25), which is a convolution with a filter with the coefficients:
w

j

=

{oo

J- oo

JLj(r)exp[-i2arg(aa~ +iaa~)ldxdY.
x
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Y

(26)

The filter coefficients decrease rapidlyas 111';11 become large when /l-; is chosen as:
(27)
Here a controls the size of the neighbourhood and f3 controls the low pass character
of the filter. The image should be multiplied by the gaussian term containing a to
define a neighbourhood, but for convenience it is incorporated to the interpixel function,
resulting in the same effect.
Since Z2 = zI/[E(Omax)+E(Omin))] and the denominator is independent of the chosen
coordinate system it is easy to obtain Z2 from Zl' We will not consider the derivation of
the error sum in detail. We will only mention that it is a gaussian filtering of II ~~ +i*11 2
and refer to [2] for further details.

4

Applications and experiments

To apply the method derived above, a model for the symmetry in terms of harmonic
functions and apartial derivative image,

(28)
are required. A special technique is not required to obtain fx; and fy;. Many methods
exist in the literature for this purpose. However an efficient and easily implemented
one is to convolve the image by the partiaI derivatives of a gaussian even though this
has some drawbacks. In the experiments we have made this choice to obtain the partiaI
derivative image.
For test purposes we define a one dimensional function g as

g(x) = (1 + cosx)/2

(29)

which is positive. The parameter x of this one dimensional function is replaced by
to iIIustrate the different symmetries given below.

aE + bry

1. The function log z, except for the origin, is analytic and single valued if one defines
the principal branch as the value set. Since the imaginary part of an analytic

function is the conjugate harmonic function of its real part, then
log z = In r
where

r = Izl, rp = arg (z)

+ irp

(30)

and z is the complex variable x + iy. Thus

E

Inr

r]

rp

is obtained. The only singularity is at the origin and does not cause any problem
since (21)-(23) are not affected by the values of the integrands at enumerable
points (Lebesgue integrals, [12]).
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Figure 2: The figure illustrates the iso-gray value curves of a)-b) the circular symrnetric
harmonic function pair c)-d) linear symmetric harmonic function pair.
Figure 2 a) illustrates a neighbourhood described by g(a~) and Figure 2 b) illustrates g(b1]). According to the previous sections all neighbourhoods, with iso-gray
values being a~ + b1] with any real constants a and b, are inc1uded in the symmetry model associated with the coordinates ~ = In r and 1] = <p. We will call
this type of neighbourhood circularly symmetric . Some of the neighbourhoods in
this model are given in Figure 3. Figure 7 illustrates the result of t!J.e convolution
proposed by (25) with the filter coeficients v j which are obtained by (26),
v

j

e1r

(OO
= Jo Jo /1-j(r)

exp(-i2<p)rdrd<p.

(31)

A plot of these complex valued coefficients is given in [2]. The intensity of the
picture in Figure 7 is the certainty in the symmetry, while the colour indicates its
orientation, that is, the double angle representation of the inc1ination angle of the
line a~ + b1].
The certainty at the borders of the test blocks is approximately half the amount
of the block centers. Green colour represents circ1es, which is a representation
of the angle O and is mapped to the integer O, while red represents star-shaped
neighbourhoods which is a representation of the angle 'lr and is mapp ed to the
integer 127. (See the scale at right in Figure 8 for angle representation.) These two
neighbourhoods are represented by two different complex variables: the first one
has the argument zero, the latter the argument 'lr. The fan-shaped neighbourhoods
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Figure 3: The figure illustrates some neighbourhoods inc!uded in the circular syrnmetry
model. The orientation of the model corresponds to the "twistedness" of a neighbourhood and is well-defined.
are mapped to Zl with im Zl > O or im Zl < O in accordance with the direction
of rotation. The amount of "twistedness" that is double the inc!ination angle of
aE + bT/, is continuously mapped to the argument of Zl, which is colour. The dark
areas do have an orientation estimate but since the certainty level is too low in
these areas, the visibility is automatically suppressed due to the low intensities. An
experiment with natural images ha been made. The circular syrnmetry detection
is utilized in the c!assification tasks. Figure 5 illustrates a sea bottom image with
sea anemones and their identification only by the circular syrnmetry image and
the original image. Box c1assification is used.
2. Another pair of harmonic functions, the simplest one, is obtained by the analytic
function z:
(32)
z = x + iy = E+ iT/
This is simply a model of neighbourhoods having edge or line forms. It delivers
the orientation of these lines together with a certainty, [11. The iso-gray value
curves generating these syrnmetries, (linear symmetries), are given in Figure 2 c)
and d), that is g( aE) and g(bT/). The necessary filter tums out to be real and a
gaussian, [1].
3. Choose the analytic function

Z2

to generate the harmonic pair
(33)
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Figure 4: The figure illustrates some neighbourhoods included in the hyperbolic symmetry model. The orientation of the model corresponds to the orientation of the orthogonal
asymptotes and is well-defined.
generating a symmetry which is given in Figure 5 a)-b). We will call this type of
symmetry hyperbolic symmetry.The corresponding filter coefficients are given by:

vi =

faoo {1f" l1i(r) exp(i2cp)rdrdcp.

(34)

which is the complex conjugate of the filter obtained for circular symmetry, (31).
A number of the neighbourhoods which are included in this model are given in
Figure 4. The function generating these is g( ac + bT]) where C = x 2 - y2 and
'T] = 2xy.
The neighbourhoods are generated by changing a and b as before.
The orientation obtained in this symmetry obviously corresponds to the angle of
rotation of the asymptotes. The two asymptotes are orthogonal and make this
operator useful for detection of crosses in the natural images. The result of the
symmetry deteetion is given in Figure 8.
4. Yet another symmetry will be generated by the real and the imaginary part of the
analytic function Vi, (the principal branch of the log is utilized):

Vi =

Jr exp( i~) = Jr cos(~) + iJr sin(~) = C+ iT].

(35)

2
2
2
The symmetric neighbourhood pair generating this symmetry model is given in
Figure 5 a)-b). The corresponding filter coefficients are given by:

{OO (21f"
vi = Jo Jo l1i(r) exp(-icp)rdrdcp.
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Figure 5: The figure illustrates the iso-gray value curves of a)-b) the hyperbolic symmetric harmonic function pair c)-d) parabolic symmetric harmonic funetion pair.
This operator is observed to be useful in finger print images to detect patterns
having parabolic symmetries.The linear combinations of these coordinates, ae +bT/,
result in rotated versions of the parabolas shown in Figure 5 a)-b).
The list of symmetric patterns detectable by the formula (25) can be made long. It
is sufficient to know one of the coordinate curves or its gradient, to be able to construet
asymmetry model for the family of curves associated with this curve. In fact, since
the the coordinates are assumed to be harmonic and one is the conjugate of the other
makes it possible to use the theory developed for harmonic and analytic functions. For
example if a coordinate curve function = u(x, y) is known on a circle with radius R
and is harmonic within the circle then the other points on the disc are possible to obtain
by Poisson's formula, [7]:

e

u(zo)

= -l

l

27l" Izl=R

2

Izol2
Iz - zol

R

-

2

u(z)d<p.

(37)

We have already used the fact that the real and imaginary parts of an analytic function
are harmonic and the imaginary part is the harmonic conjugate of the real part.
The results of experiments with energy independent certainty, Gf2, are deliberately
left out since these are very similar to the results in [l], [2]. However we can comment
on the implementation of equation (15)should be made. A threshold value should be
specified for the entire image, telling the level below which numerator is considered zero.
For values below this threshold the obtained certainties are set to zero. This effectively
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eliminates the division by zero problem as weIl since the denominator is greater than
the numerator.

5

Conc1usion

A method to model symmetries of the neighbourhoods in gray value images is derived.
It is based on the form of the iso-gray value curves. It is shown that it is possible to
check in a special Fourier domain whether all iso-curves in a neighbourhood can be
described by an a priori chosen harmonic function pair. However, it is also shown that
the equivalent procedure can be performed in the spatial domain without performing a
local Fourier transform, which is computationaliy demanding. For every neighbourhood
a complex number is obtained through a convolution of a complex valued image with a
complex valued filter. The magnitude of the complex number is the degree of symmetry
with respect to the a priori chosen harmonic function pair. The degree of symmetry
has a cIear definition which is based on the error in the Fourier domain. The argument
of the complex number is the angle representing the relative dominance of one of the
harmonic pair functions compared to the other.
Since the a priori chosen harmonic function pair is such that the curves associated
with these, intersect in right angles (except for some singularities), it is possible to represent a neighbourhood in this curvilinear coordinate system. And hence the problem
becomes an edge detection problem in another coordinate system. The obtained orientation corresponds then to the orientation of an edge and therefore has a geometric
interpretation. An advantage of using harmonic functions in symmetry descriptions,
beside their abiIity to lead to easily implementable methods, is that one can use many
powerful results obtained for analytic functions. The fact that the sum of the maximum and minimum errors for a given neighbourhood is invariant under different tests of
symmetry models has potential advantages which can be used to prefer one symmetry
model to another in updating the description of the neighbourhoods.
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Figure 6: The image is a sea bottom photograph. The objective is to identify the sea
anemones. The labels are obtained as a result of box c1assification.
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Figure 7: Result of circular symmetry estimation on the circularly symmetric neighbourhoods given in figure 3. The intensity indicates certainty while the colour indicates
orientation.
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Figure 8: Result of a hyperbolic symmetry operation on the corresponding neighbourhoods given in Figure 4. On the right the colour scale used to map [O, 27f] to the integers
{0.. 255}. The mapping is modulo 27f.
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Chapter V
OPTICAL FLOW BASED ON
THE INERTIA MATRIX OF THE
FREQUENCY DOMAlN

So what is time? If nobody asks me I know.
If I try to expiain it to someone who asks
me I do not know... ...Do you command
me to agree If someone says that time is a
motion of a body? Do not command! For
I hear that no body moves except in time:
this you tell me.
St. Augustine
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OPTICAL FLOW BASED ON THE INERTIA
MATRIX OF THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN*
Josef Bigiin, Gösta Granlund
Department of Electrical Engineering
Computer Vision Laboratory
Linköping University
S-581 83 Linköping Sweden

Abstract
An algorithm which utilizes the behaviour of the frequency domain to obtain
the optical How is presented. The solution is based on the inertia matrix of the
Fourier domain corresponding to small regions of the observed visual field. It gives
the optimal velocity vector for the regions together with a confidence measure for
the estimates. Although the method is Fourier domain based, all computations are
carried out in the spatio-temporal domain as filterings with separable filters. The
frequency sensitivity associated with both spatial and temporal domain is possible
to controI by utilizing different filters, which is a property of human perception of
motion according to current understanding of neurophysiology and psychophysics
of motion.

1

Introduction

In recent years an increasing amount of the computer vision research effort has been
devoted to motion. This is partly because of the powerful computers that are available.
It is also believed that many important clues about the environment can be obtained
by using motion analysis of each region of the visual field. One of the tools developed
is called optical fiow and refers to the two-dimensional velocity field of the visual field.
There are gradient based approaches as weil as other spatio temporal filter response
approaches to solve the optical fiow problem, [S], [4], [6]. An extensive list of references
relating to the motion analysis of images can be found in [7].
In the following we will report about a gradient based method which is actually an
application of the principles derived in [1]. The method can be thought of as Fourier domain based, even though all computations are finally carried out in the spatio-temporal
domain. The obtained velocities are determined by a closed solution of an eigenvalue
'PROCEEDINGS OF SSAB SYMPOSIUM ON IMAGE PROCESING, Lund, March 10-11, 1988.
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Figure 1: The figure illustrates a small region of the visual field in which a translation
of a line occurs.
problem associated with the scatter matrix of the frequency domain. This guarantees the optimality of the velocities found. The differences in the eigenvalues are used
as statements of certainty. The next section discusses the formulation of the optical
How problem and its relation to the frequency domain. Moreover the solution of the
problem in terms of the inertia matrix of the frequency domain is proposed. The section on Experimental results rep orts about an implementation of the algorithm and the
experimental results of an image of a rotating fan with different rotation frequencies.
The algorithm tums out to be implementable with a relatively small effort, using the
separability of the filters and the closed solution of the eigenvalue problem.

2

Formulation of the problem

Let f(x, y, t) represent the local intensity function registered by a visual system. The
parameters x and y represent the spatial coordinates of the visual system while t represents the time variable of the system. By the local intensity function or a neighbourhood
we mean the produc t of a smooth window function and the intensity function. Assume
that the local intensity function is generated by a line translated in a constant direction
and velocity according to Figure 1.
The local intensity function, f, then describes a plane. The velocity component
of translation parallel to the line is not possible to obtain. This natural phenomenon
is often referred to as the aperture problem. The velocity component of translation
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Figure 2: The figure illustrates the geometry used to derive the 2D velocity vector from
the 3D normal vector associated with the translation.
perpendicular to the line is implicit1y given by the normal vector of the plane. If
this vector is given by k = (k"" k u' kl)1 then using geometry as indicated in figure 2,
the velocity, v = (v""vu)t, of translation perpendicular to the line is obtained by the
formulas:

v'"
Vu =

k",k
- - - lk; + k~
kuk l
- k 2 + k2'
'"

(1)

(2)

u

As expected, the velocity vector v does not change when k is replaced by -k.
When the local intensity function f is generated by translation of a line the formulas (1) and (2) can be used to obtain the local velocity field. By the local velocity field
is understood a "representative" velocity of a neighbourhood. However, k is not known
in general, and an immediate way to find an estimate of it is to estimate k with the
gradient of the scalar field f. But this intuitive estimation is not always meaningful
for a general local intensity function, since we can not expect it to be a perfect plane.
Moreover, neither is it clear what a representative velocity of such a neighbourhood is.
If the local image degrades severely from a perfect plane, say that it is like a c!oud,
then motion no longer consists of translation of a single line. Obviously, when the local
optical flow consists of a perfect plane, the estimation k = \7 f works. But what do (1)
and (2) estimate in terms of physical observations when f is no longer a plane? The
question of when to trust such an estimation of the velocity, and when not to, has to
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be raised. This implies that an estimation of the velocity of a neighbourhood needs a
reliable certainty measure informing about the credibility of the estimate.
In the following we will model a generallocal intensity image using sine and cosine
functions. This is equivalent to the Fourier transform of the local image. Without
proving it, see [1], we will state that if the graph of the iso-values of the intensity
function f consists of paralIei planes, then the energy is always concentrated to an
axis through the origin in the Fourier transform domain. Any local intensity function
corresponding to the visual world has a representation in the frequency domain. Thus
one can reformulate the problem of finding a representative velocity for the local image
as the problem of fitting an axis through the origin of the Fourier representation of the
local image. The reason for reformulation of the optical How problem is of course to
concretize the rather vague concept of a "representative" velocity of a local image. We
will fit an axis to the Fourier domain in the least square error sense, which corresponds
to solving an eigenvalue problem in the spatial domain. The 3X3 matrix involved in this
eigenvalue problem is the inertia matrix of the Fourier transform of the local intensity
function, and is found to be
J = Itrace(A) - A
with
A

=( JJ(~)2
~~*
J:~~{

J ~* J ~*)
J(:~)2 J :~*
J:~~{

J(~{)2

=! C~J f)(\l J)I.

(3)

The least square error axis in the Fourier domain is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvalue of J. In fact, given J for a neighbourhood f, the error
or the inertia with respeet to any axis k E R 3 is given by E(k) = kl Jk. There is no
risk of E(k) being negative, since J is positive semi-definite. Thus the eigenvalues of
J are the errors obtained when the corresponding eigenvector is fitted to the Fourier
domain. If the least eigenvalue is zero with multiplicity one, then one can be sure that
the local intensity function corresponds to a translation of an edge. Another way to
interpret the eigenvalues is to consider the difference between the second least and the
least eigenvalue. If this difference is small, then one can say that the error obtained by
an alternative axis is not much worse than the optimal one. Consequently, when this
difference is large, one cannot only say that the axis found is optimal, but also that the
energy in the Fourier domain is concentrated on the optimal axis.
Label the eigenvalues of A in ascending order with Aj as:

and the corresponding eigenvectors by U2, UI, ua. Since AUj = AjUj

JUj
is obtained, where

= (Itrace(A)

- A)uj

= AjUj

(4)

Aj is given by
(5)
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Here the relation

= Au + A 22 + A 33 = A2 + Al + Ao

trace(A)

is utilized. Thus the matrices J and A share the same eigenvectors with the co.
sponding eigenvalues being the primed and unprimed lambdas satisfying equation (L
Finding the eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvalue of J is the same as fina
ing the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of A. The certainty measure
representing the reliability of the obtained motion direction is proposed to be

(7)
The images are represented in computers by a discrete sample of data. Assuming
that the sampling is dense enough, one can reconstruct the local image as weil as its
partiai derivatives from the discrete data. The reconstructibility assumption is that the
images as weil as the products of their partiai derivatives are possible to reconstruct
from their discrete samples by means of an interpolation function. For example the
matrix element a33 is possible to compute by means of the reconstructibility assumption
according to:
a33

i:i:i: )
i:i:i: 2;=
(~{

2 dxdydt

f;jllj(X, y, t)dxdydt

1

Lf,~Wj.
j

Here f'j is the value of ~{ at the discrete point 'f j, and Ilj is the interpixel or the
interpolation function associated with the reconstructibility assumption. The other
elements of A can be evaluated in a similar way. Moreover all matrices An associated
with the neighbourhoods around the discrete image points 'f n can be evaluated through
simple convolutions, which tums out to be simple averaging, [1]. For compactness in
the frequency and the spatial domain, the Il;'S are chosen as gaussians resulting in
smooth filter coefficients. To be able to obtain the elements of the scatter matrix, A,
the gradient image

(8)
is necessary. If the gradient image is known, then the scatter matrix associated with a
local image is the local average of \7 f(\7 f)!:

(9)
The gradient image \7 f; is of course also possible to estimate through convolutions
with partiai derivative filters obtained through the same technique, resulting in discrete
values of the partial derivatives of three-dimensional gaussians. In the experiments
below this technique is utilized. It should be mentioned that \7 f j and Aj can be obtained
using recursive filters as weil as FIR filters. However, we have only considered FIR filters
in our preliminary implementation.
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Figure 3: The flow chart iIlustrates the implemented algorithm.

3

Experimental results

To test the proposed method we have implemented the scheme given in Figure 3 on a
GOP-300.
1. The first step of this implementation starts with convolving the discrete intensity

function f(xj, Yj, t j) with three partiai derivative filters. The filter coefficients in
the gradient filter are chosen as \7g(rj) where

g(rj) = exp(-,B(x;

+ y; + t;)).

(10)

Here the spatio-temporal variables Xj, Yj, t j are assumed to be scaled appropriately
to accomplish a desired relation between the spatial and temporal variables. Then
[\7 fj][\7 fj]t is obtained, where \7 f j is the three-dimensional veetor of the three partial derivative convolutions. Since the result is a symmetric matrix of dimension
three, only six of the matrix elements need to be stored. The spatio-temporal frequencies in which the algorithm produces reliable results are controlled by the size
of the gaussian in equation (10) through,B. In the experiments the convolution
with the gradient filter is implemented as a FIR filter. The three partiai derivative
filters are the truncated versions of the gradient of a gaussian. The truncation is
such that at the borders of the filters the magnitude of the filter coefficients is less
than 1 % of the maximum magnitude of the filter coefficients. In the fol1owing
results the used filter was 5x5x5. The fact that the gaussian filters are separable
is utilized, resulting in a speed-up of the algorithm.
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Figure 4: The figure illustrates the rotated fan. All black and white figures have an
intensity dynamic range consisting of the integers in the interval [0,255].
2. Convolve the matrix image obtained in the previous step by a gaussian and obtain
the scatter matrix, Aj, of every point. The size of the gaussian controls the size
of the neighbourhood for which a representative velocity is to be found. In the
experiments the size of the gaussian was 7x7x7. The separability is utilized as
before. The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is utilized as Jr,
in equations (1) and (2) to obtain the local velocities. The certainties in these
velocity estimations are obtained bY evaluating the difference of the eigenvalues of
the scatter matrix according to (7). Without writing down the solution it should
be mentioned that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for 3x3 matrices are possible to
obtain in closed forms. This enables the algorithm to find the optimal orientation
without implicit optimization techniques as is the case when a set of responses of
the Gabor filters are used, [4].
As a test image we have used the one in Figure 4 which illustrates a fan produced
according to the formula:

(11)
It is rotated and 64 frames of the motion are observed under slow-down of the
rotation, to study the response in different spatio-temporal frequencies. If the rotation
velocity is kept constant, the intensity at any particular spatial position on the fan
frames describes a sinusoid. The slow-down of the rotation is such that the sinusoids in
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Figure 5: The figure illustrates the direction of velocity estimation.
the time direction have a frequency decreasing as o{l/t}, chosen to match the natural
spatial frequency slow-down, o(1/r}.
Figure 14 illustrates the obtained velocities for one frame. The intensities are proportional to the obtained velocities. Figure 5 illustrates the direction of the velocities.
The interval [O,27fj is mapped to integers in the interval [O,255j, which represent the
available intensity values in all images. Figure 6 illustrates the obtained certainties for
the same frame.
Figure 7 illustrates the cross-section of 64 observed frames along the horizontal
midline of the frames. The slow-down of the motion is visible and the decrease in
frequency is illustrated in Figure 10, which is the graphical illustration of the intensity
variation of a point along the time axis. Figure 15 illustrates the velocities along the
same cross-section. The intensities represent the magnitudes of the velocities. Figure 8
illustrates the direction of the velocity. The intensities are proportional to the angles
[O, 27fj. The certainty image which is illustrated by Figure 9 predicts the confidence
in the velocity estimations in Figures 15 and 5. It is clearly visible that the results
are not reliable at very high spatial frequencies, which is a consequence of insufficient
sampling density. This certainty image can also be used as a tool to determine the
frequency sensitivity band of the filters. The iso-values of 9 describe curves like e/r.
This indicates that the product of temporal and spatial frequency is an important factor
which infiuences the frequency sensitivity of the used filters.
Figure 11 illustrates the velocity profile along a horizontalline in Figure 14 which
clearly shows a linear behaviour as it should. The irregularities at the boundaries are due
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Figure 6: The figure illustrates the certainty estimation.
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Figure 7: The figure illustrates the obtained horizontal cross-section of the fan along
the time axis.
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Figure 9: The figure illustrates the ohtained horizontal cross-section of the certainty of
velocity vector along the time axis.
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Figure 10: The figure illustrates the profile of the figure 7 along the indicated line.
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Figure 11: The figure illustrates the velocity estimation along the line in figure 15.
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Figure 12: The figure illustrates the direction of velocity estimation along the line in
figure 8.
to insufficient sampling density as weil as to the discontinuities at the boundaries and
are indicated to be less relevant by the certainty image. Figure 13 shows the certainty
profile corresponding to Figures 14 and 12, of which the latter describes the direction
of the velocity. The direetion is described by the argument angle of the velocity vector
and attains two constant values differing by half of the representation dynamic range,
128 which corresponds to 'Jr. The source of the error at the boundaries is the same as
in Figure 11. The optimal spatial frequency response at a given temporal frequency is
visible as a top in Figure 13, the position of which can be controlled by changing the
size of the gradient filter.

4

Conc1usion

The presented experiments show that frequency domain based minimization of the error
function or the moment of inertia gives good estimations of the optical flow together
with a confidence measure. The presented algorithm, which is entirely spatial domain
based, implicitly performs the least square fitting through averaging and eigenvalue
analysis. The averaging over a functional of the gradient is a property which is shared
by symmetry descriptions other than linear symmetric, [2], [3]. This is interesting
since the optical flow problem is considered as a part of symmetry description of a
neighbourhood. It can be shown that the obtained estimate of the the optimal axis
is also the normal of an optimal plane parallel to which a translation of the entire
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Figure 13: The figure illustrates the certainty estimation along the line in figure 9.
neighbourhood can be performed with minimal error in the ,C2 sense. The closed form
solutions of the eigenvalue problem and the separability of the filters contribute to a
decrease in the execution time compared to the iterative methods and non-separable
filters.
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